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ABSTRACT

This work proposes a method for designing applications for Smart Phone devices.
This method is used to derive User Interface Flow (UIF) diagrams from the application
requirements to define the application look & feel as well the overall user interaction for
the application. The method uses these UIF diagrams also to derive the application
architectural structure presented as standard UML conceptual class diagrams.
The development method is extended to include aspects of the component based
development. This is achieved by re-defining some activities of the UIF methods for
designing applications as multiple independent or semi-independent modules to form the
full application.
The development method proposed in this dissertation also includes performance
assessment method which can be used to evaluate and optimize some aspects of user
interaction. This performance assessment method is using the UIF diagrams along side with
the class diagrams to estimate the flow performance while switching user interface screens
during normal operations of the application.
The method can be used with development environment offering similar attributes as
Smart Phone development environment does. The main requirement for the development
environment is that it needs to offer development environment that is using standard sets of
well defined components from which the applications are mainly constructed from.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smart Phone devices and their applications are getting smarter, more complicated
and thus harder to develop. These devices are evolving in fast pace, and already they are
becoming to be even more powerful than standard PCs ten years ago. Still their physical
limitations have stayed mainly the same. These limitations include small user interfaces,
limited traditional input methods, such as keyboards, small disk storage spaces and
usually very limited RAM resources.
These limitations are adding some extra complexity for the application user
interaction designing process and to the overall software development process. Also
Smart Phone devises often offer rich variety of communication methods, which can in
some cases ease the application interaction, but it also tends to increase the complexity
of the application design.
Standard approach on constructing applications for Smart Phone devices is to
make them as standalone applications, which are constructed in one main application
module implementing all of the main functionalities and the user interface parts needed
for the applications usage. This means that applications needs to be developed as one
complete entity, thus all features and functionalities needs to be distributed to the end
users whenever any changes to the application occur. This approach does not support
easily adaptable parallel development options and also is not best suited for adapting
component reuse in the application development.
This one complete entity approach can also cause problems with the application
deployment. This is due the fact that there are some size restriction issues with some
wireless distribution channels. For example MMS messages used to have 30 Kb limit on
the payload, and still nowadays in many networks MMS messages are limited to 1 00 kb
of the content. With the one installable module approach the installation package needs
1

to able to fit all of the graphical content alongside the executable binary codes of the
applications into this 100 Kb size limit, if this distribution channel is used for the
application deployment.
For the graphical modeling purposes, the UML is currently the most commonly
used method. This is due the fact that it is very well standardized notation for modeling
software systems in the object-oriented manner. UML has been improved over the years
to suit software development very well. However it still lacks support for modeling
some parts of the applications. According to this one example is that currently there are
no specific diagrams defined in the UML for designing application user interfaces.
There have been several approaches on extending UML for user interface
modeling, these approaches generally are designed for one specific domain in mind, and
so far there have not been any UML extensions for user interface modeling which
would be specifically targeting Smart Phone domain. Also these approaches commonly
require behavioral models of the application functionalities to be constructed using
Activity, State and other UML behavioral diagrams before any UI models can be
derived from the application requirements, thus UI modeling is handled somewhat late
in the analysis and designing phases of the SDLC .
The quality of the software with Smart Phone applications is at least as important
as with standard PC applications. Because of the differences with usage scenarios and
the limitations with the user interaction, in some aspects the quality of the applications
with the Smart Phone domain can even be seen more important than with the PC
domain, the most important quality metrics with Smart Phone applications would
include reliability and usability. The usability metric has many aspects, one being
navigation-ability within the application, and other metrics would for example include
application performance.

2

The application execution speed can be evaluated and optimized using software
performance assessment methods, from which there are multiple different methods that
could be utilized with the Smart Phone application performance evaluation. Generally
these approaches rely on special graphical notations or they are based on the
mathematical foundation. Some approaches also have extended UML modeling to
include performance assessment processes. In the same wayas with the

UML extensions

UI design

these

require behavioral models of the application to be constructed for the

performance assessment, using State, Activity and other UML behavioral diagrams,
thus they can only be conducted in the late analysis and designing phases of the SDLC.

1.1

Statement of the problem
As mentioned earlier in this chapter the one complete entity approach on the

Smart Phone application development means that applications has to be managed in all
development and deployment phases as one complete entity, and thus this approach can
cause several problems in different stages of the SDLC. The main problems can be
summarized as:
Application development does not fully support parallel development:
o

Development time cannot be fully optimized.

o

Complexity of the development process tends to increase over the time,
due to increased complexity of the application.

The whole application needs to be distributed in one installation package:
o

Installation packages sizes are relative large and tend to increase over the
time.

o

Application features cannot differentiate between different installations:
•

End users can not choose different functionality sets to be
installed in their mobile phones.

3

•

Developers cannot easily select different feature sets for different
market areas.

UML modeling is currently not supporting

UI

modeling and there are no

approaches made for extending the UML modeling for Uis in the Smart Phone domain.
There are several different approaches for the UI modeling with the UML designed for
other domains, such as Web services. These approaches generally require well-defined
behavioral modeling to be constructed before deriving the UI models. This approach
can be seen wasteful, since there are points that can be argued as follows:
The requirements for the user interaction with the UML are modeled with the
Use Case diagrams, thus all essential information for the user interactions within
Uls is already defined with the Use Case diagrams.
UI models should be able to be used to prototype the application user interaction
and the look & feel with the customers and non-technical management to refine
the application requirements.
Applications structural design modeled with Class diagrams could also be
derived from UI diagrams more accurately than directly from Use Case
diagrams. This is due the fact that there is more information available for
designing class diagrams.

Software quality is very important aspect with all software development
processes. One aspect of the software quality is the application performance in terms of
execution speed in the user interaction. The user interaction performance can be
optimized by applying performance engineering methods. There are several approaches
that could be used to evaluate system performance with the Smart Phone domain,
generally these methods require well-defined behavioral model to be build before any

4

assessment can be conducted. This means that the application performance evaluation is
handled in the late analysis and designing phases of the SDLC. These behavioral
models are commonly constructed using UML State and Activity diagrams, and
currently there are no methods that could be used to evaluate the user interaction
performance without constructing these behavioral models. Thus there would be a need
to define a method to achieve the performance evaluation that could be performed
earlier in the SDLC.

1.2

Purpose of the study
The main objective of this dissertation is to define a development method for

developing Smart Phone applications, in which applications could be constructed in
modular fashion from independent and semi-independent components. Designing the
application

using

modular

components

supports

components

reuse,

parallel

development of the different application modules as well as the application modules
could be individually deployed and delivered to the end user.
The method should also include activities used for improving applications
usability quality metrics. For this reason it should put concentrated effort on

UI,

user

interaction designing, and optimizing user interaction. Also the method should include
activities used for improving usability of the designed application.

1.3

Proposed method
The modeling method defined in this study will be based on UML and it defines

an UML extension for modeling ills and application user interaction. The extension
diagrams are called User Interface Flow (UIF) diagrams and they are modeling the
application user interaction as UI flows between the ills presented in the diagrams.

5

Alongside with the previously mentioned objectives for the UML extensions, it
will also support early prototyping of the applications, which is achieved by
constructing

UIF

diagrams with look & feel of the final application along side with

application navigational designs.
Also this extension needs to be able to produce modular component based
application architectural designs, presented with standard UML Class diagrams. This
feature is achieved by incorporating activities on designing applications in multiple
independent and semi independent modules.
On top of these objectives, the method will also incorporate a performance
optimization method, which is concentrating on improving user interaction between the
UI flows presented in the UIF diagrams.

With reference to the modular application development this study also needs to
identify and define different modular application structures and their communication
methods for the selected target domain. The objective of this part is to identify different
methods and study the usability of each method and give overview guidelines for
different usage scenarios.
1.4

Scope and limitations of the dissertation

This research will focus only on the Smart Phone application development
methods, and all processes defined in this study will concentrate only on the software
development issues for the Smart Phone domain. The method is also defined only for
the application development environments which are defining standard sets of
components from which the applications are mainly constructed from.
All examples used in this dissertation are made for the Symbian Series 60
platform, but the method is applicable to other Symbian platforms
Smart Phone application platforms with similar characteristics.
6

as

well

as

for other

The UML modeling is focusing only on the requirements capture, analysis and
design phases of the SDLC. The analysis and design phases are also covered only in
extend required to define the applications architectural structure and only in the extend
that is necessary for the software development processes in the Smart Phone application
domain.
The modularization methods researched in this dissertation will be investigated
only for the Symbian OS devices.

1.5

Chapter outline
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the literature sources for the topics that are

addressed in the research presented in the Chapter 3, 4 , and 5.
Chapter

3

presents general UIF method for deriving the UIF diagrams from the

requirements presented as standard UML Use Case diagrams for standard standalone
applications built as one fully independent entity. The general UIF method proposed in
the chapter 3 also presents how the UIF diagrams are used to derive the application
architectural structure by using the standard UML conceptual Class diagrams.
Chapter 4 extends the research presented in the Chapter 3, by re-defining the UIF
method steps for the modular application design. The focus in the chapter 4 is to present
the differences between the UIF methods when designing applications using component
based approach, rather than the one complete entity approach used in the chapter 3.
Chapter 5 extends the research presented in the chapters 3 and 4 and presents
performance evaluation method incorporated into the UIF method. The method derives
the performance evaluation data from the class diagrams alongside with the UIF
diagrams. The performance evaluation presented in the Chapter conducts performance
evaluation only partially, and the main goal of the performance evaluation is to evaluate

7

performance metrics for the UI switches and then the method is used to improve the
user interaction performance by optimizing the performance metrics for the UI switches.
The research conducted for the chapters

3,

4 and 5 is summarized in the chapter 6.

The last chapter also suggests future directions for further research.

8

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Unified Modeling Language
Unified Modeling Language (UML) defines the industry standard notation and

semantics for properly applying that notation for software build using object-oriented
(00) or component-based technology [l]. UML consists of several different diagrams
that can be used in different parts of the software development, these diagrams and their
notations are still evolving and currently there are two main versions of the UML
standards: UML 1 and UML 2.

Use Case diagrams
Use Case Diagrams are used to describe interactions between the system users and
the system. The main use of the Use Case diagrams is in the system analysis phase, in
where it can be used to gather information of how the system will be used and by whom
[14, 24]. According to [3] during system design UML Use Case diagrams are evolved to
the system use cases, the main difference between these use cases is that the system use
cases includes also high level implementation decisions. For example the system use
case could refer to specific UI component needed to be implemented.

State and Activity diagrams
State diagrams are describing the internal state model of an object. The state
always belongs to the single class and represents an abstraction or a combination of a
set of possible attribute values that the object of this class may assume [14].
State diagrams have two main parts: start/end points (initial state and final state)
and object states. With the notation used with the State diagrams the initial state is

9

modeled with a filled circle and the final state is modeled with a filled circle with border
around it. Initial and final states are more restricted than other object states.

It

is defined

in [1 4] that no transitions may lead back to the initial state and no events should be
allowed to leave from the final state.
The object states are presented as rounded rectangles, which may contain name
and can also optionally be divided in three rubrics. In where the top rubric contains the
name of the state, state variables may be listed in the second rubric and the third rubric
can have list of possible internal events, conditions, and operations resulting from them
[1 4].
Activity diagrams are special forms of the State diagrams, which mostly or
exclusively contain activities [1 4]. They describe the procedural possibilities of a
system with the aid of activities.

Class diagrams
Class diagrams depict the system's object structure. They show object classes that
system is composed of as well as the relationships between those object classes [24].
There are four basic relationships used in the Class diagrams: Associations, composition
associations, aggregate associations, and inheritance relationships
Class diagrams can be used for many purposes: starting from understanding the
requirements of the modeled system to describing the detailed system design. For this
reason class diagrams can be constructed using different abstraction levels.

Sequence diagrams

UML Sequence diagrams model the flow of logic within the system in a visual
manner, enabling both documentation and validation of the system logic. They are

10
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commonly used for both analysis and design purposes [6], and are typically used to
model [6]: Usage scenarios, the logic of methods, and the logic of services.

Component diagrams
A component represents a physical piece of program code, either as source code,

binary code, DLL or executable program. A Component diagram then shows the
interrelations between different components [1 4]. The interaction between components
is handled through interfaces. Each component is required to implement one interface
and can implement as many as needed for the operations of the component.

Package diagrams
Package diagrams are UML constructs that enable designers to organize modeled
elements into groups, making the UML diagrams simpler and easier to understand [5].

Collaboration Diagram
Collaboration diagram (as it is called within UML 1, with UML 2 they are called
Communication diagrams) shows a set of interactions between selected objects in a
specific, limited situation (context), focusing on the relations between obj ects and their
topography [1 4].

Deployment Diagram
UML Deployment Diagrams depict a static view of a run-time configuration of
processing nodes and components that run on those nodes. In other words, deployment
Diagrams show the hardware for the system, the software that is installed on that
hardware and the middleware used to connect the disparate machines to one another [ 4].
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2.2

User Interface modeling

UML based Web Engineering

2.2. l

The UML based Web Engineering (UWE) is based on UML and uses pure UML
diagrams to model most of the Web modeling requirements and modified UML
diagrams for modeling navigation and presentation issue of Weh applications. It is
argued in [27] that extension defined in the UWE diagrams is so close to the standard
UML notation that any software engineer with UML knowledge should be able to
understand them. The Notation is described in detail in [ 1 3] and [23]. The modeling is
based on three steps [23]: Conceptual modeling, Navigation modeling, and Presentation
modeling. In [27] it specifies that with these three steps the diagrams should be used as
follows:
1 . Use Case diagrams are used for requirements gathering,
2. Class diagrams are used to present the conceptual design of the Web application,
3. Stereotyped Class diagrams are used for navigation and presentation modeling,
4. Weh scenarios are modeled using State charts and Interaction diagrams,
5. Task are modeled using Activity diagrams, and
6. The documentation of the Web application distribution 1s done by using

Deployment diagrams.

The conceptual modeling with the UWE does not differ from general application
design and in it the functional requirement of the Web application captured with use
cases are modeled with standard UML class diagrams. The Navigation model in UWE
combines two navigation models: Navigation Space model , and Navigation Structure
model.

12

The difference between these models is that the Space model defines which
objects can be visited by navigation through the application and the Structure model
defines how these objects are reached. The Space model is used in the analysis level
and the Structure model is used in the design level. Following guidelines for developing
the Navigation Space model are defined in [23 ] :
1 . Classes o f the conceptual model that are relevant for the navigation are included
as navigational classes in the navigation space model (i.e. navigational classes
can be mapped to conceptual classes). If a conceptual class is not a visiting
target in the use case model, it is irrelevant in the navigational process and
therefore is omitted in the navigation space model
2. Required information on the omitted classes can still be kept as attributes of
other classes in the navigation space model. All other attributes of navigational
classes map directly to the attributes of the corresponding conceptual class.
Conversely, attributes of the conceptual classes that are considered to be non
relevant for the presentation are excluded in the navigation space model.
3. Often additional associations are added for direct navigation avoiding navigation
paths of length greater than one. The input for the choice of direct navigations is
given by scenarios described by the use case model.

The Navigation Structure model is derived from the Navigation Space model by
adding more details into it in two phases [23]: First phase: Enhance the space model by
indexes, guided tours and queries. Second phase: Add menus to present navigation
choices. In [23] the rules for converting Navigation Space models to the Navigation
Structure models are summarized as follows:
1 . Consider those associations which have a navigational class as a source.
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2. Associate a corresponding menu class to each navigational class which has (in
the previous model) at least one outgoing association. The association between a
navigational class and its corresponding menu class is a composition.
3. Introduce a corresponding menu item for each role which occurs at the end of a
directed association in the previous model. By default, the role name is used as
the constant name of the menu item.
4. Any association of the previous model which has navigational class as source
becomes now association of the corresponding menu item introduced in step 3 .

The presentation model diagram i s constructed using UML Class diagrams with
UML composition notation. The purpose of the model is to describe where and how
navigation objects as access primitives will be presented to the user.

It

is noted that the

presentation model focuses on the structural organization of the presentation and not on
the physical appearance in terms of special formats, colors, and so forth. [23] . The rules
for converting Navigation Structure models to the Presentation models are summarized
as follows [23] :
1 . Construct a presentation for each navigational class and for each index class
occurring in the navigational structure model. The presentation of a navigational
class has to provide a template that takes into account the given attributes for
presenting the instances of the class.
2. Choose one navigational class as a root for navigation
3. Consider all possible paths (in the navigational structure model) from the root
class to the actual class for each navigational class and for each index class.
Construct a presentation of the corresponding navigation tree for each path.
4. Combine the results of step 1 and step 3 accordingly to framesets. Any frameset
has two parts where the right frame contains the presentation of the navigational
14

class or index class (constructed in step 1 ) and the left frame represents the
navigation tree (constructed in step 3) corresponding to one possible navigation
to this class.
2.2.2

UMLi
UMLi is UML extension designed to be minimal extension to the UML notation

that is used for integrated design of applications and their user interfaces. The focus for
the UMLi is on modeling rather than implementing user interfaces [42]. The method
composes eight steps below [42] :
1 . User requirements modeling,
2. Interaction object elicitation,
3. Candidate interaction activity identification,
4. Interaction activity modeling,
5 . Interaction activity refining,
6. User interface modeling,

7. Concrete presentation modeling, and
8.

Concrete presentation refinement.

The user requirements modeling step is based on constructing the UML Use Case
diagrams as well as textual scenario presentations for the system usage.
In the interaction object elicitation step the use case scenarios are used for
elicitation of the actions for user interaction. The actions are identified from the
scenarios by identifying verbs on them. Actions can be classified in four categories
[42] :
1 . Inputters:

U1

components responsible for receiving information from users.

Drawn as downward triangles to the UMLi diagrams.
15
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2. Displayers:

UI

components responsible for sending visual information to users.

Drawn as upward triangles to the UMLi diagrams.
3. Editors: UI components that are simultaneously Inputters and Displayers. Drawn
as diamonds to the UMLi diagrams.
4. Actionlnvokers. UI components responsible for rece1vmg information from
users in the form of events. Drawn as a pair of semi-overlapped triangles
pointing to the right to the UMLi diagrams.

With the UMLi has two more notations used for representing interaction classes
[42] :
FreeContainers, which are top-level interaction classes that cannot be contained
by any other interaction class. They are also called presentation units, since the
interaction classes in a FreeContainer are always presented at the same time. An
instance of an interaction class can be visible and disabled, which means that the
user can see the object but cannot interact with it. Drawn as dashed cubes to the
UMLi diagrams.
Containers: Are used to group interaction classes that are not FreeContainers.
Drawn as dashed cylinders to the UMLi diagrams.

Candidate interaction activities are use cases that communicate directly with
actors. In [ 42] it is said that stereotyped <<communicates>> associations between use
cases and actors, indicate that the use cases can communicate directly with users when
actors are representing users. Furthermore, associations between activities and instances
of interaction classes, indicate that these activities can communicate directly with users.
Therefore, relationships between activities and use cases communicating with users
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could be created. In the UMLi this relationship is graphically described by a realization
relationship.
In the interaction activity modeling step a top level interaction activity diagram is
designed from identified candidate interaction activities. A top level interaction activity
diagram must contain at least one initial interaction state [42] . Actions are modeled
using modified UML Activity diagrams, which [ 1 7] classifies as an Interaction Activity
diagrams.
In the Interaction activity refining step Activity diagrams are refined by
decomposing activities into action states and specifying object flows. Activities can also
be decomposed into sub-activities. The activity decomposition can continue until the
action states (leaf activities) are reached.
In [42] it is stated that the UI modeling step should be executed parallel with the
previous step on refining the Activity diagrams. This is to provide the Activity diagrams
with the instances of Interaction Classes required for describing action states. There are
two mechanisms to refine conceptual UI presentation models [42] :
The inclusion of complementary Interaction Classes allows designers to improve
the user's interaction with the application, and
The grouping mechanism allows UI designers to create groups of Interaction
Classes using Containers.

The result of this step is a conceptual model of the Uis, where the Interaction
Classes are identified and grouped into Containers and FreeContainers.
After the UI modeling step the concrete presentation modeling for the application
begins with the binding of concrete interaction classes (widgets) to the abstract
interaction classes, which after the cCncrete presentation refinement step is started.
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In [ 42] it is stated that the widget binding alone is not enough for modeling a
concrete UI presentation. Ergonomic rules presented as UI design guidelines can be
used to automate the generation of the UI presentation. Otherwise, the concrete
presentation model can be customized manually, for example, by using direct
manipulation [42].
2.2.3

UI prototypes with Petri Nets
The method introduced in [22] is using scenarios to derive Colored Petri Net

(CPN) diagrams, which then are used to derive

UI

prototypes for the system to be

developed. The method consists of five activities which are defined as follows:
1 . Scenario acquisition,
2. Specification building,
3. Scenario integration,
4. User interface prototype generation, and
5. Prototype evaluation.

The first step is called Scenario acquisition, in this first step UML Use Case
diagrams are first constructed for the system, which after each scenario identified in the
Use Case diagrams is also presented with UML Sequence diagrams. Each scenario is
given a name and it is classified by type and ordered by the frequency of their usage.
In

Specification building step The CPN diagrams corresponding to the Use Case

diagrams are derived by mapping the use cases to the CPN places
In Scenario integration step an object state table is build for each scenario of a
given use case. The table is directly obtained from the Sequence diagram by following
states caused by the messages.
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In the User interface prototype generation step all related CPN diagrams are
merged together to produce integrated CPN model for the behavior of particular use
case.
The last step of the method is called Prototype evaluation, in the last step UI
prototypes are derived from the CPN diagrams. The outcome of this step is standalone
UI prototype that comprises menus for switching between different use cases.
2.2.4

UI Prototypes from Scenarios
The method introduced in [2 1 ] is using scenarios to derive UI prototypes for the

system to be developed and it consists of following five activities:
1 . Requirements acquisition,
2. Generation of partial specifications from scenarios,
3. Analysis of partial specifications,
4. Integration of partial specifications, and
5. User interface prototype generation.

The method starts with the Requirements acquisition step. This step is handled by
constructing UML Use Case diagrams of the system and acquiring scenarios from the
use cases presented in the diagrams. Scenarios are classified by type and ordered by
their usage frequency.
The second step is called Generation of partial specifications from scenarios step.
This step requires UML Collaboration diagrams to be constructed first, and then special
algorithm to transform the Collaboration diagrams to the UML State diagrams is
applied to the Collaboration diagrams in this activity.
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In the Analysis of partial specifications step State diagrams are studied to identify
equivalent states between different State diagrams within one class. Each equivalent
state is given common state name and unique states are given unique state names.
The objective of Integration of partial specifications activity is to merge partial
State diagrams of each class to single complete state diagram.
The last step of the method is called User interface prototype generation, and in
the last step UI prototypes for all of the interface objects found for the system are
derived from the State diagrams. Both static and dynamic aspects of the interface are
included in to the prototype.
2.3

Software reuse
The Reuse Engineering and the Reuse-based Software Engineering terms are

explained in [5 1 ] as follows:
Reuse Engineering: The application of a disciplined, systematic, quantifiable
approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software (where
reuse is a primary consideration in the approach).
Reuse-based Software Engineering: An approach to software-intensive system
development and evolution in which new and modified systems are constructed
principally from existing assets rather than through new development

The assets that can be reused are multiple in kinds: Firstly, the code written for
any given projects could be used in the other projects that need similar functions.
Secondly the higher designs and components could be used in multiple projects. For
example the system architecture designed for any particular project could be potentially
reused in the other projects. In [3 1 ] it is also mentioned that also other non-coding
related items should be reused to minimize the workload needed for producing them.
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These items would include tests data, tests scripts, test plans, software specifications,
designs, projects plans, documentation, etc.
This means that nearly anything used in the software development processes
could potentially be reused.

In

[3 1 ] it is also stated that reuse in higher levels of

abstraction gives best results, this is due to the fact that more detailed designs will
include more restrictions, and thus restricting the usage of the reusable item for more
specific cases.

In

[3 1 ] the characteristics that differentiate the reuse driven software

development from traditional are divided into three categories:
Reuse themes that govern software development decision making,
Reuse Requirements that broaden the focus from one system at a time to
multiple, related systems over time, and
Reuse views that slice the software processes into two separate sides or views of
the reuse.

The reuse themes that need to be incorporated into the SDLC include following
three themes:
1 . Taking advantage of existing components: This basically means reusing the
components that are made in past projects. For doing this some sort of
component reuse library needs to be built.
2. Identifying reuse opportunities: This means that when developing system, all
potentially reusable components should be validated and practical ones included
into the reuse library.
3 . Preparing for reuse down the process road: this means taking full advantage of
the reuse by reusing all possible items in the SDLC and integrating the reuse
thinking into the SDLC itself.
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General advantages of incorporating the reuse to the software development
processes can be summarized as follows [5 1 ] :
Improved quality and reliability o f software-intensive systems due to increased
correctness from previously tested components,
Better means for identifying and managing technical risk,
Faster tum-around

times

for system

development,

maintenance,

and

enhancement due to increased commonality and portability,
Greater adaptability to new requirements and new technologies,
Increased productivity and customer satisfaction, and
A saving of time and money.
2.4

Quality assurance
The Software Quality Assurance (SQA) has many different definitions. Similarly

as the word software quality can be defined in many different ways as can be seen in
[ 1 5] and from these definitions it can be concluded that the software quality means
satisfying all given requirements of the software usage, maintenance and development.
The following list shows some of the system features which can be used to validate the
software quality, these features are called quality metrics:
Usability,
Fit for purpose (satisfies user expectations and needs for the system),
Flexible and cost-effective maintainability,
Portable and reusable implementation, and
Reliable and bug (defect) free implementation.
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The reliability is defined in [ 1 5] as:
"The degree to which a software product satisfies its requirements and delivers
usable services. The probability that the software will execute for a particular
period of time without failure, weighted by the cost to the user of each failure
encountered."

Usability quality metric also has several aspects, for example it includes:
Easiness to learn,
Easiness use, and
Effective and accurate operations (fast performance, minimum steps to perform
actions)
The defect which is generally called "a bug" is defined by [ 1 5] as a variance from
a desired product attribute. According to [ 1 5] it also states that a defect that causes an
error in operation or other negative impacts is called failure. Verification in the software
SQA is defined in [43] to be an iterative process aimed at determining whether the
product of each step in the development cycle:
Fulfills all the requirements levied on it by the previous step, and
Is internally complete, consistent, and correct enough to support the next phase.

Validation in the SQA is defined in [43] to be a process of executing the software
to exercise the hardware and comparing the test results to the required performance,
thus establishing objective evidence that the design specifications and the
implementation conform to the user needs and intended use.
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2.5

Software Performance Engineering
The Software Performance Engineering (SPE) is used to asses the performance of

the software system. In the early phases of the SDLC the SPE processes are used to
predict the performance qualities of the system under development and in later stages of
the SDLC the SPE processes are used to measure and verify that the implemented
system corresponds to the performance metrics set for it. SPE processes could also be
used to compare different implementations in any stages of the SDLC to find the best
performing implementation for the system.
The most common performance metric used in performance evaluation is system
execution speed and other metrics could include response time, utilization degree,
capacity and so on.
In [32], it shows how the SPE corresponds to the SDLC phases, and according to
this, the SPE tasks begin in the early detailed design phase and continues all the way to
the end of the projects SDLC.
[32] Also discusses how different SDLC stages correspond to the different SPE
tasks and according to this SPE starts already from the requirements capturing phase,
where the requirements for the performance needs to be identified.
SPE processes in different SDLC phases require different kinds of performance
modeling methods and because of the different methods as well as because of the level
of information available in the different stages of the SDLC the accuracy of the
performance evaluation results differ between different methods as well as different
stages of the SDLC.
An important issue with the performance evaluation is that the ideal performance
evaluation would be to conduct the evaluation with both the worst and the best case
values. This should be done at least if the evaluation with the worst case values
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indicates performance problems. The idea is that in case the worst case requirements
will be acceptable, the system design could be assumed to satisfy the performance
requirements. And if both the worst case and the best case values yield unacceptable
performance evaluation results, then there is a real need to identify if the system design
should be re-designed from the beginning. The performance modeling techniques can be
divided into two main categories [32] : Model based evaluation, and Measurements
based evaluation.
The Measurements based evaluation would include monitoring the system
performance while executing it in normal operational environment and benchmarking
system characteristics (such as architecture performance) and using this information in
the system development. The Model based evaluation is also divided into two categories
[32] : Steady state analysis, and Transient analysis.
In Transient analysis the system performance characteristics are analyzed only for
some transient stages and in the Steady state analysis the system performance is
analyzed for the normal operation for the system in mind. The Steady state analysis can
also be divided into different categories [32] : Mathematical techniques, discrete
simulation, graph based analysis, and scheduled analysis.
As stated in [28] the performance values acquired by using the performance
evaluation are always estimated and should not be thought as absolute error free values.
An important factor with the SPE is that the costs of the performance modeling
will rise in a function of the usability and accuracy of the performance modeling as
identified in [38]. This means that the developer needs to know the level of desired
accuracy and usability, and also they should know about the allocated resources before
defining the required performance evaluation processes for the development project.
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As mentioned earlier the SPE handles the performance prediction and analysis by
offering performance models that can be incorporated into the SDLC. Figure 2 . 1 shows
the principles of the SPE processes.
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Figure 2. 1 Performance modeling of software specifications

As seen from the figure 2. 1 the performance modeling process starts with the
behavioral model of the system to be modeled, which then is transformed to fit the type
of the model to be used in the performance analysis by applying corresponding
transformation algorithm. The behavioral model can be fully designed system or it
could be just the architectural design proposed for the system. The next step is to apply
the corresponding performance evaluation method for the system to be evaluated to
obtain the system performance results. The results can then be used to fine-tune the
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system performance or to identify that the system needs to be re-designed in some
performance critical sections.
2.5 . 1

Performance modeling methods

2.5 . 1 . 1

Stochastic Process Algebra

The goal of the Stochastic Process Algebra (SPA) is to provide systematic
approach for constructing complex systems from smaller parts and to check formally if
the system behaves equivalently [25]. According to [25] the SPA uses continuous time
Markov chains (CTMC) for the performance prediction process. The SPA is
characterized by three main ingredients [9] : The actions modeling of the system
activities, algebraic operators, and synchronization disciplines.
The action in the SPA in composed of the type of the action and its rate. The type
of the action indicated what kind of activity is performed by the system and the rate
indicates the reciprocal of the average duration of the activity assuming that the duration
is an exponentially distributed random variable [9] .
The SPA includes several algebraic operations and they are used to determine
how the terms of the calculations behave and how they are used in the performance
prediction calculations. The synchronization disciplines take care of the prioritizing the
steps to be executed, so they will be done in the right order.

Markov Process
The Markov process is a base of the SPA and has been widely used with different
Petri Net, Queuing Network as well as UML performance modeling solutions.
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Markov chains are Markov process's whole time-dependent random variables (the
state of the Markov chain), which can assume values in a discrete set (the state space),
either finite or countable infinite [ 1 8] .
According to [ 1 8] in the Markov process the current state value summarizes the
past values, so when calculating through a performance model the Markov chain is
independent from the future changes in the passed stages. This means that in the
Markov Chain calculations the process goes step by step starting from the initial state
and propagates through the system stages to the final stage, calculating the values for
the performance analysis in each step individually using the historical data calculated in
the earlier stages as well as the data from the current stage.

Continuous Time Markov Chains
With the Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMC) the time progress without
steps, but as a continuous stream. This means that in it the performance calculations
would not be based on progress steps, but more continuous changes of the states which
will propagate through the system as the performance analysis process progresses
2.5 . 1 .2 Simulation
Simulation can be used with other performance modeling techniques discussed in
this chapter to perform the performance evaluation, but also according to [25] it could
also be used as a performance evaluation technique by itsel£

In

[25] it is also stated that

the simulation is the most flexible and general analysis technique, and this is due to the
fact that any specific behavior can be simulated.

In

[25] it is also identified that the main

drawbacks of the simulation are its development and execution costs. Simulation
includes following five phases [25] :
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1 . Building a simulation model (i.e., a conceptual representation of the system)
using a process oriented or an event oriented approach,
2. Deriving a simulation program which implements the simulation model,
3. Verifying the correctness of the program with respect to the model,
4. Planning the simulation experiments, e.g. length of the simulation run, number
of run, initialization, and
5. Running the simulation program and analyzing the results via appropriate output
analysis methods based on statistical techniques.

An example on using simulations with the

UML

modeling is introduced in [ 1 0,

1 1 ]. The method maps the use cases into the works load in the simulator side and
Deployment diagrams to resources. All Activity diagrams are mapped to the system
steps and tags are used to convey the timing and other information that is needed in the
performance evaluation process.
2.5. 1 .3 Petri Nets
Petri Nets are usually proposed as a unifying formal specifications framework,
allowing the analysis of both functional and non-functional properties of the system
[25]. Petri Nets are versatile and can be used many different ways to analyze and predict
the system performance. According to [26] Petri Nets consists on four graphical
notations: Places, transitions, arcs, and token.
Places are represented by circles and are showing the sub-states that part of the
system can be in. Tokens are indicated by a spot presenting whenever that part of the
system is in the corresponding sub-state. The transitions are presented by solid bars and
they have input and output arcs. The input arcs link places to transitions and the output
arcs link the transitions to the places.
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A transition is enabled if all of the places attached to its input arcs have a token
present. A transition which is enabled may fire, causing one token to be removed from
each of its input places, and one token to be added to each of its output places [26].
Petri Nets are usually used only to model structure and logical behavior of the
designed system, but are not included with timing information required by the
performance analysis processes. There are several extensions that have evolved over a
time and in this chapter three of them are introduced.

Coloured Petri Net
Coloured Petri Net (CPN) is a graphical modeling language that models both the
states of a system and the events that change the system from one state to another [ 57].
According to [25] CPN are suitable for modeling software architectures, and when it is
combined with the timing information they are also suitable for specifying and
validating of both functional and performance properties of software systems.
The CPN model is arranged in hierarchical pages and sub-pages describing the
system, this hierarchical organization helps to model large complex systems, since they
can be constructed and viewed in different abstraction levels. The performance
evaluation process with the CPN is iterative and consists of three steps: CPN modeling,
Simulation, and Analysis.
In the CPN modeling the system structural models are enhanced with timing
information and data structures. In Simulation the CPN model is executes with a special
CPN simulation tool and the results of the Simulation are analyzed and the system
design is modified if needed for the next iterations.
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Stochastic Times Petri Net
The Stochastic Timed Petri Net (STPN) is a Petri Net that includes firing
duration's information that is determined by continuous random variable [44] .
According to [25] the quantitative analysis of a STPN is based on the identification and
solution of its associated Markov Chain built on the basis of the net reachability graph.

Generalized Stochastic Petri Net
The Generalized Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN) in an extension of the STPN. GSPN
models are continuous time Stochastic Petri Nets that allow both exponentially timed
and un-timed (or immediate) transitions [25] . Otherwise the model behavior and the
graphical notations are as with the STPN.
2.5 . 1 .4 Queuing Network
A Queuing Network (QN) model is a collection of service centers representing the
system resources that provide service to a collection of customers that present the users
[8]. QN models are used to model the system performance as well as to model the
resource sharing in the systems. The analysis of the model can be performed either by
using analytical methods or by using simulation.
The QN models are said to be very popular and according to [8] this is due to a
good balance between a relative high accuracy in the performance results and the
efficiency in the model analysis and evaluation. The resource model of the QN is
described with arrival processes of incoming customers, service processes, buffers
spaces in service processes for holding the waiting customers, scheduling algorithms of
the buffer queue and a set of servers assigned to the service processes to provide the
service to the customers.
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An example shown in [8] shows the mathematical principles of the QN model.
There the arrival rate for the system is said to be A. and service rate µ, has associate birth
and death Markov process whose state is given by k=0 , 1 , . . . with constant birth rate

'A.

So if the arrival rate is less than the service rate then the queue length distribution is
geometric with parameter p= }J µ,, that is the stationary probability 7r(k) ofk customer in
the system is [8] :
n(k.) = pk - ( 1

-

p)

k;;:?O

(1)

For the systems with exponential rate 'A, with m servers with service rate µ, has an
associate birth and death Markov process whose state are k=O, 1 , . . . with constant birth
rate

A. from

any state k to k + 1 and state dependent death rate min {k+ l ,m} µ, from any

state k+ 1 to state k. The system is stable when A. < µ,m and then the stationary queue
length probability 7r(k) ofk customer in the system is [8] :
n(k.) = n(O) (m p)kI kl

l� k� m

(2)

k>m

(3)

Where in the p= A. < µ,m and the 7r(O) is determined by the normalizing condition
00

)n(k.) = O
.The average queue length E[k] and the average response time R can be
lt::"6

calculated as follows [8] :
:i

E[k] = [ mP+n �)P/(1- P) ] '

(4)

R = [ l/µ,+n �)/�µ,(1- p)") ]

(5)

The QN performance analysis could be conducted already in the architectural
level as described in [9]. By the description the definition for the QN model 1s
conducted in three steps from the Software architecture design specifications [9]:
1. Definition: Definition of service centers, their number, class of customers and

topology.
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2. Parameterization: To define the alternatives of the study, e.g. by selecting the
arrival processes and service rates.
3. Evaluation: To obtain a quantitative description of the system behavior
described by the QN, i.e. computation of a set of figures of merit or performance
indices such as resource utilization, system throughput and customer response
time. These indices can be local to a resource or global to the entire system.

Layered Queuing Network
Layered Queuing Network (LQN) is an adaptation of the QN models for systems
with software and hardware servers. According to [7] it is better suited than the QN for
systems with parallel processes running on a multiprocessor or on a network. The
presentation of the LQN model includes acyclic graphs, which have nodes and arcs. The
nodes are called tasks and represent software entities and hardware devices and the arcs
represent service requests. In the LQN the tasks are classified into three categories [7] :
Pure clients, Pure servers, and Active servers.
With the LQN, Pure clients are the main driving force of the model and they only
allowed to send messages (requests) to other servers. Pure servers on the other hand can
only receive these messages. Active servers can do both sending and receiving of the
messages. According to [25] the notation used with the LQN is currently not
standardized, but in [7] an example notation is illustrated.
2.5 . 1 .5 Message Sequence Charts
Message Sequence Charts (MSC) is a language describing the interaction among a
number of independent message-passing instances (e.g. components, objects or
processes) or between instances and the environment, specified by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) [25].
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According to [25] the MSC also allows expressing restrictions on transmitting
data values and also timing of the events. The notation of the MSC is graphical in nature
and is presented as two-dimensional diagram, where each instance lifetime in
represented as a vertical line. Messages are represented as a horizontal or slanted arrow
from sending process to the receiving process.
The MSC is not used alone in performance evaluation process, but according to
[25] it is mainly used to support other methods. In [ 1 9] the MSC is also used for
describing the software architecture and conducting early performance evaluation in the
architecture level. The method illustrated in [ 19] also derives QN models from the
MSC.
2.5. 1 .6 Performance Modeling with UML
UML modeling could also be extended to support performance modeling. In [30]
one method using Generalized Semi-Markov Process (GSMP) is introduced, this
method consists of five steps that are needed for the performance evaluations. These
steps are explained in [30]

as

follows:

Step 1 , Specifications of UML diagram: Specify UML diagram with a common
UML design tool and add supplementary timing specifications.
Step 2, Mapping of UML diagram onto GSMP: Explore state space of GSMP
underlying the UML diagram with the presented algorithm.
Step 3, Numerical solutions of generalized semi-Markov Process: Derive steady
state or transient solution of GSMP with numerical methods.
Step 4, Combine GSMP results with UML diagram: Derive performance curves
and state probabilities for UML diagrams.
Step 5 : Check resulting performance values and refine UML diagram if
necessary.
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In [30] the performance modeling is based on the UML Activity and State
diagrams that are enhanced with timing information. There are also several other
research papers that are extending other UML diagrams, for example [59] extend Use
Case diagrams and Deployment diagrams with the timing information for performance
evaluations.
2.6

General Application architectures
According to the [45] Software Architecture (SA) defines the system in terms of

components and the interaction among these components.

It

shows correspondence

between requirements and elements of the constructed system. The architecture also
addresses the system-level properties such as scale, capacity, throughput, consistency
and compatibility. There are several different architectural idioms defined for a software
system [45] lists them

as

follows: Data Flow Systems, Call-and-return Systems,

Independent components, Data-centered systems, and Virtual Machines.

Data Flow Systems
There are several different architectures defined in the Data flow Systems group.
According to the [45] most common architectures in this group are called Batch
sequential and Pipes & Filters. Other architectures include for example Pipelines and
Control loops.

Call-and-return Systems
Call return systems group also includes several different architectures in it.
According to the [ 45] most common ones of these are called: Main program and
subroutines, Object -Oriented, Layered hierarchies, and Client-server systems.
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Independent components
According to the [45] the most common architectures in the independent
components group are Communication processes and the Event systems. Other
architectures in this group include Multicast messages with dynamic binding and the
Interrupt-driven processes.

Data-centered systems
Data-centered systems are also called repository systems. According to [45, 25]
repository systems have two distinct components: a central data structure which
represents the current state, and a collection of independent components which operate
on the data-store.
In the [45] this category was identified to include architecture called Blackboard.
In the Blackboard architecture processes to be executed are selected based on the
current state of the central data structure. Knowledge sources in the Blackboard model
interact with each other only through the Blackboard, by making changes to the
Blackboard data [25].

Virtual Machines
Virtual machines are made by using interpreters and they generally consist of four
components [ 1 6] : The program being interpreted, The state of the program, The state of
the interpreter, and The interpreter itself.
The definition found from [45] defines Virtual machine to be an engine that is
simulated in the software.
2. 7

Symbian OS
Symbian OS has a lightweight 32-bit pre-emptive kernel that is implemented as

hybrid solutions mixing some features from both monolithic kernel and micro-kernel
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architectures [41 ] . The main characteristics o f the kernel structure comes from the
microkernel architecture, in where only small portion of the code runs in privileged
mode and the most of the code is run in non-privileged user mode.
In the Symbian OS there are two important terms of execution: process and
thread. The thread is a unit of execution and processes are units of memory protection in
which the code is executed in. Each process is only required to have one main thread,
but they could also have multiple threads running on them.
Kernel itself has two threads running, which are called a NULL thread and a User
thread [41 ] . The User thread is always the highest priority thread running in the system,
and it is used for serving the request sent by other threads in the system as well as for
scheduling other threads. The NULL thread is then responsible for booting the kernel
and starting system servers in the system start-up as well as it is responsible for
handling the power management subsystems during normal operations.
Kernel threads are only threads in any processes running in the Symbian OS that
can access the whole memory space of the device, other threads can directly only access
the memory areas assigned to their process. For this reason all communications between
threads in same process can be done internally inside the process, but all
communication between different processes needs to be handled through the kernel.
2.7. 1

Multitasking in Symbian OS
Symbian OS implements multitasking

m

two different levels: firstly with

preemptive multitasking by multithreading and secondly cooperative multitasking by
using active scheduler within a thread [37]

.

With multithreading the kernel side system scheduler schedules different threads
in the system. The system scheduler schedules all threads preemptively according to
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their priorities. When threads have same priority value they are scheduled using round
robin method dividing time slices using 64 Hz tick interrupt.
The cooperative multitasking in the threads context is implemented using active
scheduler. The active scheduler is thread specific and needs to be implemented for each
thread separately. Symbian OS standard applications structure constructs the active
scheduler for the main thread of the applications automatically, but for any additional
thread the active scheduler needs to be explicitly constructed and installed.
As mentioned earlier the active scheduler is scheduling tasks in the thread by
scheduling active objects derived from CActive. The scheduling is handled in a way
that first the active obj ect makes an asynchronous requests and processes the request.
The CActive derived active object has a variable called iStatus which indicates when
the server has completed the request. The active scheduler keeps track of active objects,
and when it finds that a request has completed, it calls the assigned active object's
RUNL, which processes the server response [37] .
Active objects are also scheduled according to their priorities, and when the
iStatus variable indicates that the task is finished the active scheduler schedules the
highest priority active objects to run, by calling its RunL function.
2.7.2

General Application structure in Symbian OS
The Symbian OS is divided into different layers, separating the non-UI related

classes from the other classes. This is made to ease the porting of the applications
between different platform categories, since only the code that uses UI-related classes
needs to be modified.
Figure 2.2 shows the standard application structure for the Symbian OS series 60
application. With other platforms the Avkon classes would be replaced according to the
platform, but otherwise the application structure would stay exactly the same.
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Standard Symbian OS applications are polymorphic DLLs that are exporting one
function, which with the application is constructed and

run.

The application class then

constructs the document class which then constructs the application user interface class.
The application user interface class is used to control the application Uis and in the
figure 2.2 only one UI called CMyView is shown.
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Figure 2.2 Standard application structure for Series 60
2. 7 .3

Modularization methods in Symbian OS

2.7.3. 1

Dynamically loaded libraries

One important applications structure pattern that needs to be discussed with
Dynamically Loaded Libraries (DLL) is the model- controller- view patter. The
application structure in the Symbian OS is very well suited on designing applications
with this pattern, in it the applications logic is separated to different entity called Model,
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the model is accessed through Controller and Views are used to show the application
Uis.
The main usage of this pattern is to separate the applications non-UI related logic
code to the separate source files, usually even to the separate engine library. The reason
for the separation is that according to [53] nearly 80 % of the code written for the
Symbian OS can be ported without modifications to other Symbian OS platforms, and
the rest mainly consists of UI classes. As a result separating them reduces the amounts
of code that needs to be revised when porting between different Symbian OS platforms.
Another benefit of using the engine library is that it can also be developed and tested
separately, most commonly engine libraries are implemented as static DLLs.
An important feature of this type of library is that according to [ 52] only one
instance of the library is always loaded to the memory and all applications requiring the
library will use this same instance. Also when DLLs are installed into the ROM drive
they are in fact never loaded to the memory, but instead they are executed in their
original location. Both of these points help to reduce the application memory
consumption in target devices.
Another possibility to implement the engme library is to implement it as a
polymorphic DLL. The main difference between these DLLs is that static DLL can
export multiple functions, and the polymorphic DLL exports only one function [52] .
The function exported is factory function that is used to construct the class instance
implemented in the polymorphic DLL.
The usage scenario for polymorphic DLL is also very different: with static DLL
the linking between the DLL and the application is handled during compile time, and
with polymorphic DLL the linking is done during run time. The static DLLs are loaded
automatically when the application is

run,

where as with polymorphic DLLs

applications have to explicitly load the DLL when it requires services from it. These
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differences have two main implications: firstly it means that applications do not need to
load the instance of the DLL until it is needed, thus saving memory resources. Secondly
it also means that applications are not sharing the DLL instance as with the static DLLs,
but instead they are required to load their own instances of the DLL when required.
The polymorphic DLLs are widely used in the Symbian OS for application
extensions, for example the messaging system discussed in [33] utilizes them in many
of the interface implementations.

In

phones using the Symbian OS also the Front End

Processor (FEP) [34] is implemented as a polymorphic DLL, thus allowing applications
to switch input methods by simple loading different DLL module implementations.
2.7.3.2 Client-Server structure
The Client-Server structure is used widely in the Symbian OS, and it is very
effective way of handling services run in the background. Most often only client side of
the application structure offers Uls, but also the server side could implement fully
featured Uls, if needed. The server side Uis could be used for example for alerting users
or to indicate users of different states of the service. Some servers could also require
services from other servers, and if needed the servers could also be

run

in same process

with each other to reduce the system load.
Servers are usually run in separated process, but in case the server's life time is
shorter than the life time of the client, the server could be also

run

in the same process

with the client. Running the server in the same process would ease the communication,
since then the data could be read and written directly without passing the data through
the kernel.
Servers are identified by their name and the communication is handled with a
server sessions. The implementation of the server session needs to be known by the
client before the server can be used, this basically means that the server session
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implementations need to be compiled with the client side applications. The
implementation for server session defined the enumerations for the server operations as
well as defines the data transferred between the clients and the server. This means that
the interface for using the servers needs to be implemented and compiled to the client
application, but the actual functional implementation of the service can vary between
different server implementations.
The Client-Server structure in the Symbian OS offers two different ways of
communicating between client and the server [56] : Message Passing and Inter-Thread
Data Transfer.
In the Message Passing four 32-bit integers are passed between clients and the
server. These variables could be used as normal integer values or as reference pointers
to the data. In common usage scenario where the server is

run

in separate process the

memory pointers cannot be used directly, but using the Inter-Thread Data Transfer
process.
2.7.3.3 Shared Memory [55]
Symbian OS allows applications to define shared memory areas with RChunk
class, the memory area is called chunk. The chunk is defined in [55] as a region of
RAM

mapped into contiguous linear addresses. Chunks can be made local (only

accessible inside creating process) or global (accessible by other processes).
When a chunk is created it is assigned a name and by using this name other
interested parties can locate the chunk by utilizing TFindChunk class. The chunk itself
is owned by the kernel and the creating process (or thread if specified) owns the chunk
handle that can be used to delete the chunk when it is no more needed.
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RChunk itself does not offer any memory access protection. Instead the memory
access protection has to be managed by applications in other ways, for example using
mutexes (RMutex) or semaphores (RSemaphore) classes.
2.7.3.4 Publish & Subscribe
The Publish & Subscribe API was introduced originally in the Symbian OS
version 8.0, but was also back ported to the OS 7.0s phones. The only exception of the
OS 7.0s phones that does not support this API is Nokia 6600. The architecture for the
Publish & Subscribe API consists of three entities [54] :
1 . Properties: A property is a single data value, that is, a single variable identified
by an integral key.
2. Publishers: Threads that update property.
3 . Subscribers: Threads that listen for changes to a property.
2.7.3.5 Message Queues
Similarly with the Publish & Subscribe API the Message Queue API was
introduced in the Symbian OS version 8.0, and was also back ported to the Symbian OS
7.0s, excluding the Nokia 6600. This API offers peer-to-peer, many-to-many
communication paradigm. The Message Queue API provides five basic operations that
can be performed on a message queue [40] :
1 . Creating/opening a message queue,
2. Sending a message,
3 . Receiving a message,
4. Waiting for a space to become available in the queue, and
5. Waiting for data to arrive in the queue.
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Message queues can be constructed as global or local, whereas the difference is
that global queues are visible to all processes and the local queues are only accessible
inside the process they were defined in. When communicating with the Message Queue
API, the data is copied from the sender thread to the queue when sending and while
receiving the data is copied from the queue to the receiver threads memory.
2.7.3.6 Message passing in application structure [55]
The standard application structure in the Symbian OS offers easy to use method
on sending binary buffer messages to other applications. The message sending is
handled by the window server.
Standard C application receives their command line arguments through the
main(int argc, char* argv[]) function, with the Symbian OS all applications can also be
given command line arguments when they are run, but the methods on receiving vary
between different implementations.
Applications can also be made to open specific file when running them, then the
application needs to implement the OpenFile function defined in the document class.
When running the application and specifying a file to be opened by the application, the
OpenFile function will be called by the OS with the name of the file as an argument,
along side a direction either to open or to create the specified file.
2.7.3.7 Communicating through events
The Symbian OS is designed to be event driven. All system functionalities are
started by an event. The Symbian OS events are divided into following categories [39] :
Key events,
Pointer events,
Foreground events,
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General system events,
Environment events,
Application specific System events (such as World Server events, Alarm Server
events, Contact Database events etc.),
System events,
System agent events, and
User events.

Applications could utilize the event handling mechanism of the Symbian OS
standard applications structure to communicate with each other by using the User
events. The communication is handled by the window server similarly to the message
passing discussed previously in this chapter. Events are sent using the RWsSession,
which allows sending event to specified applications or to all currently active UI
applications. The events are received by the application user interface class's
HandleApplicationSpecificEventL function. The event message consists of the event
identifier and the TWsEvent type of event data.
Another way to communicate through events is illustrated in [29] and it is
implemented on using the System Agent events with the RSystemAgent class. The
actual implementation of the RSystemAgent communication is made using the Client
Server architecture, in where clients can register to be notified on the system events.
Applications can also register their own events to be notified through the the
RSystemAgent, this can be handled by using the RSAVarChangeNotify class with own
unique event identifier. The difference between this method and the method that utilizes
user events is that with the system agent implementation there could be multiple
recipients receiving the event as well

as

the sender of the event does not need to know
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the recipient or even if there is any recipients for the event currently available in the
system.
2.7.3.8 Document Embedding [55]
The Symbian OS offers easy to use and very effective way to run applications in
same thread, the method is called document embedding. In the document embedding the
application is launched by embedding its document class to the calling thread.
Applications can run embedded using the CDocumentHandler class or by creating
the document using CApaProcess classes AddNewDocumentL function.
The CApaProcess instance for the application can be accessed using the Process
function defined in the application class. After constructing the application with the
process function, the application can be

run

by constructing the document class for it.

This is handled by calling the EditL function.
Calling the EditL function constructs the application user interface class, from
where the embedded mode can be checked from the iDoorObserver member variable.
The iDoorObserver is NULL when the application is non-embedded and contains
pointer to the embedding observer when the application is run in the embedded mode.
The main functionality on the iDoorObserver member variable is to inform the
embedding application while exiting the embedded application. This is handled by
calling the NotifyExit function in a last line of the application user interface class's
destructor.
Another usable member variable that contains value only when application is
embedded is the iContainerAppUi. This variable holds pointer value to the embedding
application user interface class. From embedding applications the AddNewDocumentL
function returns pointer to the embedded applications document class.
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2.7.3 .9 View Architecture [38]
The view architecture for the Symbian OS was introduced in the OS version 6.0,
which was first used with the Nokia 92 1 0 communicator. The implementations as well
as the functions used in the view handling have been revised in different versions of the
Symbian OS, but the underlying idea on which the view switching works have stayed
the same.
The basic idea of view switching is based on the Client-Server architecture, where
client applications construct and register views to the view server and the view server
handles their activations when requested by the clients. The views are constructed and
owned by the client process and the view server holds the identifiers for them for
activation purposes. Each view is assigned with a unique identified, which consists of
two values: The first value is the applications unique identifier and the second is unique
identifier for the view. It is noted that the view identifier needs only to be unique inside
the applications implementing it. This is due to the fact that the application unique
identifier makes the view identifier unique for the system. The view structure also offers
several advantages, when compared to the standard CCoecontrol based structure [38] :
Encapsulations:

fu

the view architecture, the data and functions for a view are

encapsulated in the view object. Rather than having an external CEikAppUi
object control moving between views, each view handles its own activation or
deactivation.
Modularity: in addition to controlling its own code, using a view abstracts all
operations into a single object. The view approach is more obj ect-oriented and
adapts better to situations that require modifications.
External applications can switch an application's view: Because views are
managed on an external server, applications may make a request to switch any
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other application's view. This allows interdependence of individual applications,
and makes each application more efficient.

With the Symbian OS 6.0 the views were implemented by implementing the
MCoeView interface class in the view classes. This structure is also used with other OS
versions, only exception being the Series 60, where views are derived from a class
called CAknView.
With the view structure the application Uis are still constructed with window
owning CCoecontrol derived controls, but instead of handling them in the application
user interface class, they are now handled with the view classes. Before using the views
they need to be registered, the Series 60 poses some restrictions for using views and
with this platform views are registered in the application user interface class that needs
to be derived from the CAknViewAppUi.
The view structure allows application to define multiple views and they can be
activated by calling the ActivateLocalViewL function. The view structure also allows
applications to use views that are implemented in the other applications. These external
views can be activated by using the ActivateViewL function by specifying the
application identifier alongside with the view identifier. When using the MCoeView
interface there is only one function implemented for activating views, but it supports
both local and external view activation similarly.
When views are activated the view interface function for activating the view will
be called. With the CAknView based views the function called is DoActivateL and
when the view is being deactivated a function called DoDeactivate is called. When
using the MCoeView interface the corresponding functions are called ViewActivated
and ViewDeactivated. In the view activation function the desired UI class should be
constructed and made ready to be used. Within one application, only one view can be
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active at any given time, and when another view is activated the deactivation function of
the view will be called.
In the deactivation function the view should take care of deleting the currently
active UI and clearing all memory that is not needed for the future purposes. One
important issue with the view architecture is that the views are only deactivated, and not
deleted while they are currently not in use. This allows programs to save the data that is
needed for the future purposes in the view class variables.
Both local and external view activation functions support message passing to the
view to be activated with a Custom.Message variable. The activated view gets this
message when its view activation function is called. The function arguments also
include variable which identifies the last active view and the application where the view
was active.
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III. DESIGNING APPLICATION STRUCTURE

UML is standardized notation for modeling software systems in obj ect-oriented
manner.

It

has been improved over the years to suit the software development very well.

However it is still evolving to suit different aspects of the software development and it
does still not include specialized diagrams for all aspects of the software development
processes. One of these aspects which the UML does not currently offer any specialized
diagrams is the User Interface (UI) modeling.
There have been several approaches proposed for extending the UML for the UI
modeling. In [23] and other publications such as [27, 1 3, 23] a UML extension for Web
based hypermedia applications is defined, this extension defines separate diagrams for
the navigation and for the look

&

feel modeling. In [ 1 7] also more generally applicable

approach for interactive applications is defined. There are also several approaches for
constructing UI prototypes with the UML; these include for example [22] which
introduces a method that utilizes Petri Nets to derive UI prototypes and [2 1] which uses
Collaboration and State diagrams for the same purpose.
All of these methods require at least conceptual UML Class diagrams to be
constructed and rely on UML Collaboration, Activity and State diagrams to derive the
user interaction for the Uis. In [48] it is argued that the UI modeling should be made
earlier in the SDLC and could be even derived directly from the UML Use Case
diagrams. This is due to the following reasons:
The User interaction with the UML is modeled by using Use Case diagrams, so
all essential information for the user interactions for the Uls is already expressed
there.
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UI models should be used to prototype the application user interaction and the
look & feel of the application with customers and non-technical management to
refine the application requirements.
The Application structure which is modeled with the UML Class diagrams could
be derived from the UI diagrams more accurately than directly from the Use
Case diagrams.

The modeling method introduced

in

this chapter is based on the User Interface

Flow (UIF) diagrams and the original work was published in [48] . The UIF diagrams
are used to model and present the user interaction in the Smart Phone application
domain and the main purposes for the UIF diagrams are:
1 . UIF diagrams are used to communicate between application designer/analyst and
non-technical stakeholders in the requirements capturing phase.
2. UIF diagrams are used to assist the designing the application architectural structure
by assisting the creation of the application Class diagrams.

The method is designed to be used with the application development in the Smart
Phone application domain. The main differences between the PC domain and the Smart
Phone domains are:
The business cycle is faster in the Smart Phone applications domain, than in the
standard PC application domain,
The user interaction for the Smart Phone applications have different
requirements, limitations and features than PC applications have, and
The capabilities between Smart Phone devices vary more significantly than in
the PC domain.
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As stated in [ 50] the lifetime of the mobile service applications can be
significantly shorter than the expected lifetime of PC applications. This difference
emphasizes the importance of short development times.

It

is also a well-known fact that

changes to the application requirements in the later stages of the SDLC will have greater
impact on the development costs and the application development times. For this
reason, to minimize the development time for the application, the requirements for the
applications should be verified as being as complete as possible in the very early stages
of the SDLC.
The user interaction needs to be designed with more care within the Smart Phone
domain than with the applications in the PC domain, this is due to the fact that Smart
Phone devices have more limited input/output capabilities and also the usage scenarios
are often more challenging. For example, where PC applications are most commonly
used while sitting comfortable in the front of the PC, Smart Phone applications are often
used while doing other activities such as walking and bi-cycling, for example.
The limitations of the Smart Phone ills also make the UI design somewhat easier.
This is caused by the smaller screens which are limiting numbers of the interactive
components in the Uls. Also because of the limited user interaction methods with the
Smart Phone applications, these UI screens are often constructed modally, thus giving a
possibility to simplify the interaction modeling between different ill screens. Smart
Phone applications are also mainly constructed using Standard Software Development
Kit (SDK) UI components, which also makes the designing phase of the ills simpler
and more straightforward.
The variance of the :functional capabilities of different Smart Phone devices is
much greater than the variance of the functional capabilities of the standard devices in
PC domain. This can lead to the situations where the non-technical stakeholders such as
customers and non-technical management do not have a good view of the possibilities
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and restrictions of the specific Smart Phone device. For this reason, to obtain the best
utilization of the features the target devices can offer, a good communication method
with effective feedback would be required to be implemented.
The method introduced in this chapter is lightweight in terms of resources needed
for implementing it.

It

aids the capturing and analyzing of the requirements by offering

diagrams showing the real graphical look

&

feel of the final product in very early stages

of the SDLC. The diagrams are also used to derive the application architectural structure
with conceptual Class diagrams, effectively assisting the whole application analysis and
designing phases.
3.1

UIF method for standalone applications
UIF method is divided into seven activity steps. These activity steps that are

executed in sequence and are illustrated in Figure 3 . 1 .

UML Use Case modeling

Update

Refining the First level UIF diagrams

First level UIF modeling

Identifying main components and support Uls

Update
Second level UIF modeling

Navigational components modeling

Designing application architecture

Results:
- Navigational items
- UIF Diagrams

- UML class diagrams

Figure 3 . 1 Activity steps for UIF method
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The notation used with the UIF diagrams is as follows:
With the

UIF

diagrams the tasks are modeled with rectangles that depict the UI

screens. Each rectangle holds a cue text identifying the task for it, and for clarity
it should be same as it is used with the UML Use Case diagrams.
The entry and exit points are modeled similarly to UML State and Activity
diagrams, in where the entry flow is modeled with a filled dot and the exit flow
is modeled as a filled dot with a border around it. The direction on the flow is
modeled using arrows drawn in to the end of the flow. Conditional flows are
modeled using diamond notation alongside with a textual cue of the condition.
The navigational objects are modeled with graphical images to illustrate menus,
button options and other visible navigational objects. Options, conditions and
actions associated with the navigational objects are modeled in the navigational
object tables.
3 . 1 . 1 UML Use Case modeling
The first step in the

UIF

method is to model application requirements with the

UML Use Case diagrams. The main purpose of this step is to identify main tasks for the
application.
As with the standard UML use case modeling, the naming of the use cases should
be well thought, so they would clearly identify the tasks for the use cases. With the UIF
method the names used for the use cases in the UML Use Case diagrams are also
thought to be used as cue texts for the Uls drawn into the UIF diagrams. And because
of this reason, and to reduce possibilities for misunderstanding, the use case naming
should be kept clear and concise for identifying the task associated with the use case.
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3 . 1 .2 First level UIF modeling
The second step of the UIF method is to derive the first level UIF diagrams from
the UML Use Case diagrams. The main purpose ofthis step is to identify and design the
UI flows between application Uis to achieve the required user interaction for the
application.
This task is achieved by giving each main use case its own UI screen in the first
level UIF diagrams. The UI screens are drawn as empty rectangles with the cue text
taken from the corresponding use case. In the UML Use Case diagrams there could be
also use cases that implement include and extend relationships with the main use cases.
In most cases these include and extend relationships (also uses and includes
relationships from early versions of the UML) in the UML Use Case diagrams depict a
support UI required by the main task UI. The first level UIF diagrams should only
model the main UI structure and therefore should not include any support Uls required
by the main Uis. For this reason include and extend relationships can be in most cases
omitted from the first level UIF diagrams and only added to the second level UIF
diagrams in later stages of the UIF method.
In case the included or extended use case is identified to require its own UI
already in the First level UIF diagrams, then it would mean that the use case depicts a
main UI, which could also be modeled as a main use case in the Use Case diagram. If
this issue arises during this step the use case should be evaluated to identify if the use
case should instead be drawn as a main use case in to the Use Case diagram already and
not as an included or extended use case. In the first level UIF diagram also the flows
between application Uis are identified and drawn into the diagrams. This is needed so
the UIF diagrams can depict the usage scenarios for the application to be designed.
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First issue when designing the UI flows is to identify the first UI that will be
opened when the application is started. This flow is then identifying the application
entry flow. After identifying the entry flow for the application, as a second step all
application exit flows should be identified, which after all of the flows needed to be
used for switching between different Uls for the application normal usage should be
identified and drawn to the UIF diagrams.
In case the applications have just few use cases, the first level UIF diagram could
be fit into a one first level UIF diagram. However with applications with several Uis
and multiple usage scenarios, the first level UIF diagrams could be also drawn to
multiple separated UIF diagrams, each depicting one usage scenario of the application.
This arrangement would increase the readability of the first level UIF diagrams and
should be used when applicable.
3 . 1 .3 Refining First level UIF diagrams
The third step is to identify any tasks (that require Uis) needed for the application
usages that were not included in the original Use Case Diagrams. The main purpose of
this step is to refine the requirements for the application before refining application UI
designs with the second level UIF diagrams.
In this step the application usage scenarios are investigated and all tasks are
evaluated. The goal is to find tasks that require some additional functionality which has
not been included during the first two steps of the UIF method. For example, quite often
there could be some user data that is required for the operations of the application, so
one issue that could be evaluated is the need for a UI that could be made for handling
the saving and modifying aspects of the user data.
To minimize change requests in the later stages of the SDLC, it is important that
this step is handled with care. This is important since it is well-known fact that changes
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made later stages in the SDLC will have greater change on requiring changes to other
parts of the application design, thus changes in later stages can potentially require more
labor and be more time-consuming.
This step is executed before any refinement to the UI designs are done, and for
this reason all changes made to the application design will have minimal impact on the
other designed parts of the application.
In some cases this step can also be optional, this would be the case where the
application requirements are thought to be well-defined and no additional tasks are
needed to be added to the original Use Case diagrams. After modifications to the UIF
diagrams, the original application Use Case diagrams should also be updated to
correspond to the new design.
3 . 1 .4 Identification of support Uls and main components for the tasks
This step is the most important step in modeling UIF diagrams and should always
be handled by analyst/designers, who have good knowledge of the target domain and
the development environment. The main purpose of this step is to identify the
components used for the user interaction in the Uis, and also to identify any support Uls
needed for accomplishing the tasks for the main Uis.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter the include and extend relationships in the
Use Case diagrams usually depict that the UI derived from the main use case would
need to implement these use cases as support Uis. For this reason the first task is to
include all of these use cases first, and then look for any other support Uls that could be
required to be implemented.
If any new support UI is found, an evaluation of weather it is also needed to be
included into the original Use Case diagrams has to be carried out.
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It

is advisable to

include all of these use cases into the Use Case diagrams, so the Use Case diagrams
would illustrate the corresponding application design correctly at all times.
In this step one important aspect is to look into the possibilities for reusing earlier
designs and implementations. There are two main implications on this issue. Firstly the
reuse could mean reusing older implementation directly by reusing the source code
written for other application which is built for handling similar tasks. Secondly as stated
in the chapter 2, reuse should also look into other aspects rather than just reusing the
implementation as a source code, it could also mean reusing the look & feel from other
applications and also the UIF diagrams from other projects with similar requirements
should be investigated for reusability.
The option of reusing the look & feel would include all domain applications,
especially Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) applications, but also applications
from the competitors that handle similar tasks. The purpose of this type of reusing is to
select the components for the task, in a way that they would be similar to ones that the
users are accustomed to already. This would help user adapt to the new application by
significantly reducing the time needed by the users to learn the usage of the new
application.
In this step also look & feel manuals from the OEM should be closely studied
alongside with the requirements documents provided for application acceptance testing,
if available. Other usable documents would include user manuals written for previous
applications and the SDK documentations. The information gathered in this step would
be used for selecting the components for the UIF UI screens, as well as it would also be
used in the next step, where the second level UIF diagrams are designed for the
application.
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3 . 1 .5 Second level UIF modeling
The main reason for modeling the second level UIF diagrams is to show the look
& feel of the application in the very early stages of the SDLC.

The second level UIF diagrams are intended to be used for assisting
communication between the application design team and other stake holders in the
application development. The other stakeholders would include, for example, the
customer who ordered the application, non technical management of the company and
also it could include sample of the target users for the application.
The outcome of this step should be complete requirements for the application ills
presented as second level UIF diagrams. All feedback gathered in this stage should be
incorporated into the previous designs if they have any effects on the application
designs. The most importantly, the Use Case diagrams should always be updated to
correspond to the current state of the designs. This should be done, so the Use Case
diagrams would illustrate the current state of the application design and could also be
also used in communicating between different stakeholders. This is the last step of the
UIF method where the first level UIF diagrams are still used, and for this reason it is not
necessary to update them at this stage anymore.
As stated earlier the main purposes of the second level UIF diagrams is to assist
the communication between different stakeholders as well as to aid the process on
deriving the application architectural structure with UML conceptual Class diagrams.
But also, after refining the second level UIF diagrams with the navigational information
during the next step, they could also be used for prototyping the application with the
paper-based prototyping.
One important aspect when constructing the second level UIF diagrams is the
level of graphical presentation of the UIF diagrams. UIF diagrams could potentially be
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constructed as very rough black and white drawings similar to the first level UIF
diagrams, or they could be made to look very similar to the final product by comprising
them from screen shots of existing applications and other graphical materials available.
The level of the graphical presentation is important, since if the UI screens are
made to look as they appear in the end product, some stakeholders could be led to
thought that the application is already half-way constructed, even though neither coding
nor application structural design have been started upon in this phase of the
development process. The author's proposal for reducing the risk of miss
communication in this issue, but at the same time offering high level graphical
illustration of the application, would be to use gray-scale images in second level

UIF

diagrams, instead of full color images.
In case the application design includes multiple usage scenarios, for clarity and
readability reasons, the corresponding UIF diagrams should be drawn into the separate
diagrams, similarly to the first level UIF diagrams.
3 . 1 .6 Modeling navigational components
In this step navigational objects are added to the second level UIF diagrams
produced in the previous steps. The main purpose of this step is to illustrate how the
user can navigate between different UI screens.
The navigational items would usually include buttons, menus and selectable UI
components. With the Smart Phone devices which do not have a touch screen, the
navigational UI components cannot be selected by directly pointing at them on the
screen, but through some other navigational items such as a button while the
navigational UI component is focused upon.
The navigational items are used to navigate between Uls, but some of them could
also be assigned to locally executed tasks. The navigational items, which are not used in
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navigation between Uis, still need to be included in the navigational item lists and
designs. This is needed so they can be used in the development of the UI components
and their interaction.
Important issues when designing navigational objects for the application is to look
into the OEM look & feel manuals. This aspect is important so the navigational design
will also produce navigational structure that is similar to the one that users are already
accustomed to, thus again reducing the time needed for the users to learn the use of the
application.
The most important factor is the positioning of the objects, as well as the cue texts
shown to the users with the navigational object. Examples of the standard cue texts used
with the Symbian series 60 devices, are for example 'Exit', which is solely used for
exiting the application, 'Cancel' which is used to cancel an action before going back to
the previous operational stage or UI and 'Back', which is used when stepping back to
the previous stage or UI does not require cancellation of any operation.
The Exit, Back, Cancel and any negative action is always located under the right
soft key and any positive action, such as ' Ok' and Yes' are always located under the left
soft key. Also the menu, indicated with cue text ' Options' is always located under left
soft key.
The options, conditions and actions associated with the navigational objects are
included in the tables alongside with any other relevant information required by the
navigational object. The table structure can be selected case-by-case basis and only
needs to include information needed for the navigational objects the table is holding.
The minimal information required is the action and the name. For visible navigational
objects the name is also used as a cue text that is shown in the UI. The information
stored in the tables can also be used for user guides and other relevant documentations
needed for the application.
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The visible navigational objects that are not included in the second level UIF
diagrams, such as menus and buttons (when there is more than one button group
associated with UI screen) are modeled also with graphical images. These images are
only needed for the paper-based prototyping of the application. And therefore, if no
paper-based prototyping is required, no graphical illustrations of the navigational
objects are needed to be made.
3 . 1 .7 Deriving UML Class diagrams from UIF
The purpose of this step is to design the application architectural structure. The
second level UIF diagrams produced in the previous steps are used in this step to
produce conceptual class diagrams for the application. The outcome of this step is
conceptual Class diagrams that include all Uis and their UI components that are
included in the second level UIF diagrams.
The basic idea of the second level UIF diagrams is to illustrate the look & feel of
the application, but they also work as a technical description of the applications
structure and the components needed for the applications usage.
In the UIF method, each UI drawn into the second level UIF diagram is thought to
be independent component, that holds and owns all of the components and support Uls
it requires to fulfill its tasks. This definition means that each main UI in the UIF
diagrams (that are presenting main use cases in the UML Use Case diagrams) are
mapped to one class instance. Each component required by the UI is then added as a
member variable to the Class diagrams. All support Uis are also mapped to their own
class definitions and used as member variables in the main UI.
Due to the nature of the Smart Phone application development domain, where the
applications are built using SDKs, which are comprising well defined standard
components, and also have definite look

&

feel guides defining the usage of the
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components, as well as the look & feel of the application. Also as shown in the chapter
2, for some Smart Phone operating systems, such as Symbian OS there is a standard
applications structure that is required to be used when constructing standard Symbian
applications. This structure defines three classes that are needed to be implemented by
all standard Symbian applications: Application, document and application user interface
class. The application user interface class then acts as a controller where the switching
of the different Uls is handled.
From the previous information, it can be concluded that in most cases the process
on deriving the Class diagrams from the second level UIF diagrams is made practically
straightforward translation between different presentation formats. The derivation
process can be handled by executing following two steps in sequence:
1. Define the main application framework to define UI class ownerships and
control aspects.
o

Each UI that has application entry/Exit flows will be handled by main
controlled class

o

Each UI that has entry flows from more than one UI should be handled
by main controller class

o

Other UI should be controlled by the Uls they have flows with.

2. Drawn conceptual Class diagrams:
o

Add each main UI in UIF diagrams as an independent class instance to
the Class diagrams, and

o

Add all of the components and support Uls defined in UIF diagrams to
the corresponding UI classes.
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3.2

Standalone example application
The example shown in this chapter is a real-world application that was made for a

phone operator in Thailand. The purpose of the application was to demonstrate how the
internet cameras could be used with Symbian Smart Phones. After the demonstration
version from which the early designs are shown in this chapter, also a commercial
version caller True Camera was built and shipped to the customers in Thailand.
The basic requirements for the application were very compact and simple. The
application was required to be capable of using a wireless network over GPRS as well
as other data network connections, such as EDGE, to connect to the camera server
residing in the internet server. And it was also required to be able to select one camera
from several IP cameras for viewing and it was also desirable if the application could
move the camera's viewing area and take higher resolution images to be saved into the
handsets memory.
3 .2. 1 UML Use Case modeling
Due to the simplicity of the application requirements the required use cases for the
applications could be fit into a single Use Case diagram. The resulted diagram is shown
the figure 3.2.

Figure 3 .2. Use Case diagram.
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3 .2.2 First level UIF modeling
As it can be seen from the figure 3.2, the application has three main use cases, and
three included use cases. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, this would mean that with
this example application the three main use cases are modeled as three main Uis in first
level UIF diagram, and the three included use cases will be added as a support Uis,
during the designing of the second level UIF diagrams in later steps in the UIF method.
The resulting first level UIF with three Uls is shown in Figure 3.3.

C onnect
to the
server

Select

Use

C amera

C amera

Figure 3.3. First level UIF diagram.
The first task when designing UI flows is to define the applications entry point.
And as the application requires connection to the internet server before it can be used,
the entry point is selected to be the Connect to the server UI. The second task is to
define all exit flows for the application. For this example application it was decided that
the user should have option to exit the application from all of the application Uis
without any delay, thus all three Uis will have an exit flows included in them.
The internal flows shown in the figure 3 .3 also illustrate one main user interaction
requirement that was already identified in this step. This is the need for moving between
the Select camera and the Use camera Uis. This usage scenario is necessary, so users
could move between different cameras without exiting the application or re-connecting
the application to the camera server.
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3.2.3 Refining First level UIF diagrams
For the example application it was determined that users need to be identified by
the server application. This is needed so one server applications can have multiple
cameras, which each one can be selected for viewing only by selected users. The
identification could also be used for charging of the service, if needed. A very basic way
to accomplish the user identification would be to submit a usemame alongside with a
password during the connection establishment process.
To obtain the usemame and the password, a registration process is needed. This
registration could potentially be handled via web-based UI, or it could be added to the
applications as a registration UI. In this example application it was decided to add the
registration UI into the application itself, and the resulting modified first level UIF
diagram for the application is shown in Figure 3 .4.
As the registration is only needed for the users who have not previously registered
for the service, the application entry flow's target UI now depends on the user's
registration status as shown in the figure 3 .4. In the figure 3 .4 the registration UI is only
shown ones for registration purposes, and after successful registration the application
always starts witch the Connect to the Server UL

Registered
C onnect
No

to the
s erver

Select

Use

C amera

C amera

Register
User

Figure 3 .4 Updated First level UIF diagram.
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3.2.4 Identification of support Uis and main components for the tasks
The registration data was designed to be stored in the phone as well as in the
internet server side database. The reason for this arrangement is that the information
could be accessed easily by the user for viewing and also changing purposes. For the
changing registration information process there would also be a need for adding one
more use case into the Use Case diagrams, as well as the second level UIF diagrams,
should be taken account.
The example application is made for the Symbian Series 60 devices, and for this
reason the registration UI can be implemented as a form UI, using standard form dialog
components offered by the Series 60 SDK. There are also example applications utilizing
form Uls in Series 60 SDK, from which the implementation can be partially reused.
With the Connect to the server UI, the usemame and the password need to be
supplied. And for this reason two text editors were identified to be required to be
included in it: One with the standard text input and one with the password input
mechanism.
The usemame and password are saved on the phone side, so potentially they could
be received from the store and shown in the editor boxes. Some users might not like this
feature, and for this reason also a settings UI were identified to be needed. In the
settings UI users will be able to define whether they want the password to be received
from the store, or if they want to input it manually every time the application is started.
The implementation for the settings UI uses standard Series 60 settings list classes, for
which the implementation could partially reuse settings list example found from the
Series 60 SDK.
It was also determined that the connection to the internet server requires some
time, this indicates that the application needs to show a waiting dialog while
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establishing the connection. The process also comprises several steps (connecting to the
network, connecting to the server, verifying the user etc.) so the wait dialog should also
indicate the currently executing step, and it also should allow users to cancel the
connection process at any time. Similar dialog was found from a project called M
Upload and the base structure for the dialog was reused from this project. Also as the
registration UI requires similar wait dialog for registration and changing the registration
information processes the same wait dialog implementation is also used in there.
The Select camera UI is used to show information of the cameras that can be
selected for viewing, for this purpose a standard double line list box from the SDK was
selected to be used. The implementation for the list box could also reuse some parts of
the examples found from the Series 60 SDK.
The Use camera UI does not need any standard components in it. The image
drawing can be handled by drawing the bitmap directly to the screen after it is
processed. The implementation for the UI was reused from previously built Remote
Camera application. The

UIF

diagrams images for the Use camera UI also reuses the

screen shots taken from the Remote Camera application.
As a last step a standard About UI was decided to be added to application. The
About UI is standard feature of the Symbian smart phone applications and offers brief
information of the application, its version number alongside with the information about
the application developer, such as phone number and email address.
3 .2.5 Second level UIF modeling
In this step the second level
UIF

UIF

diagrams are drawn according to the first level

diagrams and to the information gathered in the previous steps. Since according

this example application there is more than one usage scenario, different usage
scenarios are drawn into the separate second level UIF diagrams.
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The UIF diagram shown in Figure 3.5 illustrates the application entry point
selection and as seen from it, if the user has not yet successfully registered to the system
the Registration UI will be shown first. And after the user has successfully registered to
the system, the normal Connect to the server UI will be displayed. The main UIF
diagram shown in Figure 3 .6 illustrates the normal usage of the application after user
has successfully completed the registration process.
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Figure 3 . 5 . User Registration UIF diagram.
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Figure 3 .6. Main UIF diagram.
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Back

As it was noted in previous step a cancelable wait dialog is required between the
Connect to the server UI and the Select camera UI. Also one navigational decision was
added into the design in this point, which was a decision that the Use camera UI should
not include an exit option, but only a back option, which would move focus back to the
Select camera UI. This is due to the fact that users should have an easy option to move
back to the Select camera UI without exiting the application, so the right soft key's Exit
button was changed to the Back button.
It

was also noted earlier in this chapter that users should be given an option to

view and change the registration information they gave during the registration process.
Both of these tasks can be handled with one UI, which is basically the same UI as used
with the registration process, and all differences can be handled by selecting right
navigational objects for the different purposes. The resulting second level UIF diagram
for changing and viewing the registration information is shown in Figure 3 .7.
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Figure 3.7. Change registration information UIF diagram.
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Cancel

Additional support Uis required by the application, including the Settings UI and
the standard About UI are shown in the figure 3 . 8 and as it can be seen that the Settings
UI as well

as

the About UI for the application are only accessible from the Connect to

the server UI, this is due the fact that the settings will have effect on connection and
should be made available before connection establishment and the About UI should also
be viewable without supplying any user's information.

Put About text here
with nice graphical

background

Figure 3.8. Settings and About UIF diagram.

3 .2.6 Modeling navigational components
The second level UIF diagrams shown in previous steps illustrates some of the
navigational obj ects on them. As a rule, the buttons cue text shown in the second level
UIF diagrams only appears in there, if the UI has only one button group associated with
it. In case there are more than one button group, the cue texts are not shown in the
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second level UIF diagrams and the button groups are modeled alongside with their
conditions in separated navigational object table.
As stated in earlier in this chapter the visible navigational objects should be
selected according to the OEM look & feel manual, this rule can also be seen and taken
account in the second level UIF diagrams shown in this chapter. This can be easily seen
from the positioning of the positive and negative actions buttons as well as selected cue
text with the visible buttons shown in the UIF diagrams.
It is not necessary to model the standard button groups, since their functionality is
already defined in the OEM look & feel manuals. However, for an example in the Table
3 . 1 , it shows the navigational object definition table for the standard Options-Exit
button group used in the example application, there the Left SK means left soft key of
the device and Right SK right device soft key.

Table 3 . 1 . Standard Option- Exit soft keys.
Button

Text

Description/Action

Left SK

Options

Opens the options menu

Right SK

Exit

Exits the annlication

The graphical presentation of the Connect to the server UI's option menu is
shown in the figure 3.9 and the table 3 .2 shows the navigational object definition table
for the menu. As seen from them, the Settings and About Uls can be accessed without
supplying the user information, but the starting the login process with 'log in'-menu
option requires user to supply the usemame alongside with the password for the camera
service.
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Similarly Figure 3 . 1 0 and Table 3 .3 illustrate the navigational object definitions
for the Use camera UI. As seen from the table 3 .3 none of the menu options require any
conditions for their operations, thus the condition column can be omitted from the table.

L o g in
Settings
Change info
About

Figure 3.9. Log-In Options menu.

Table 3.2. Options menu for Log-in UI.
Menu Item

Condition

Description/Action

Show only when the
usemame and the password Starts the log-in process and opens the
Log in

are suoolied

Log-in-wait dialog

Settings

Opens the Setting UI

Change info

information UI

About

Open the About UI

Opens the Change registration

Table 3.3. Options menu for Camera view UI.
Menu Item

Description/Action

Capture

Start the image capturing process.

Rotate

Open the rotate sub-menu

Rotate: Left

Send command to rotate the camera to the left.

Rotate: Right

Send command to rotate the camera to the right.

Rotate stop

Send command to stop rotating the camera.

Move

Open the move sub-menu.

Move: Up

Send command to move the camera to up direction.

Move: Down

Send command to move the camera to down direction.

Move: Left

Send command to move the camera to left direction.

Move: Right

Send command to move the camera to right direction.
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Rotate

Right

R o t a t e stop
Move

Up

.

Down
Left
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Figure 3 . 1 0. Camera view's Option menu.

Figure 3 . 1 1 shows the options menu for the Registration UI, the navigational table
for the menu options is shown in the table 3.4

Register
Update
Rb out

Figure 3 . 1 1 . Register Options menu.

Table 3 .4. Options menu for Register UI.
Menu Item

C ondition

Description/Action

Show when the user has not Starts the registration process and opens
Register
Update

been registered yet.

the registration wait dialog.

Show when the user has

Starts the information update process and

been already registered.

opens the wait dialog.

About

Opens the About UL

The Settings UI as well as the About UI does not implement the options menu
with their operations, and for this reason navigational items for these Uis only include
definitions for the soft keys used with these Uis. Since both of these Uls also only
implement one button group, the graphical presentation is included already in the
second level UIF diagrams.
Table 3 .5 shows the button definition for the Settings UI and the table 3 .6 for the
About UI. The About UI only needs to show the information and for this reason the left
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soft key does not need to have any command associated with it and thus it is left blank
as shown in the table

3.6 as well as in the figure 3 . 8 .

Table

3 .5 .

Soft key buttons fo r S ettings UL

Button

Text

Description/Action

Left SK

Save

made to the database.

Right SK

Back

Closes the view and saves any changes
Closes the view without saving any

Table

Button

changes made to the settings data.

3 .6.

Soft key buttons for About

D escription/Action

Text

(no operation)

Left SK
Right SK

UI.

Closes the About UI

Back

With this simple example application each button group only utilizes the
application soft keys, and in case the application would use other buttons (such as shift,

* ,#, 1 ,2
3 .2. 7

etc.) they would also be included into the button group navigational tables.

Deriving UML Class diagrams from UIF
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, in the UIF method each

UI

is thought to be

independent component that holds and owns all of the components and support Uis it
requires to fulfill its tasks. This principle is illustrated in the applications main structure
Class diagram shown in Figure

3 . 12.

To derive the application main structure Class

diagram, first step is to design any required application framework classes. With
Symbian application each standard application is required to implement application,
document and application user interface classes. The application user interface class is
used as a controlled handling the UI switching.
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Second step is to add each UI to the diagram. This is started by adding each UI
that has its own entry flow defined in

UIF

diagrams to be handled by the controlled

class, as well as each UI that has an exit flow should be directly handled by the
controlled class. Then each UI drawn into the UIF diagrams that has entry and exit
flows only between other UI are added to be controlled by these UI classes .
- - - - - - - - - - - - --·- - · - - - - - -
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Figure 3. 12. Class diagram for the application structure.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, after designing the application mam
structure, the next task is to design application conceptual Class diagrams from the UIF
diagrams. By first adding each main UI in UIF diagrams as an independent class
instance to the class diagrams, and then adding all of the components and support Uls
defined in UIF diagrams to the corresponding UI classes. The resulting conceptual Class
diagrams for the Uis are shown in Figure 3 . 1 3 . In this figure all of the main components
shown in the second Level UIF diagrams are mapped into the real components used in
the Series 60 environment.
As it can be seen from the figure 3 . 1 3, most of the Uis are designed as
independent components that own and hold all of the components they require for their
operations. The only deviation from this principle is the usage of the TCP/IP
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St. Gabriel 's Library. Au

connection. The required components for selecting the Internet Access Point (IAP) and
classes needed for the connection establishment and for maintaining the connection
were considered as belonging to the Application user interface class. The reason for
this arrangement was that the connection needs to be shared between different Uis and
thus has to be owned by an external component. Uis requiring the usage of the TCP/IP
connection use public function implemented in the application user interface class, and
the application user interface class uses interface functions to reports back the states of
the connection as well as to forward the data from the server to the requesting UI class.
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Figure 3 1 3 Conceptual Class diagram.
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3.3

Conclusions
UIF method proposed in this chapter provides effective method for deriving ills

from the application requirements and it also provides method for deriving application
architectural structure presented as conceptual Class diagrams from these requirements.
With the UIF method ill s are derived directly from the UML Use Case diagrams
constructed from the application requirements, thus when compared to the method
which require behavioral models to be constructed using Activity, State and other
behavioral UML diagrams, the UIF method can derive UI diagrams earlier in the
software development process.
With UIF method UIF diagrams depict the ill alongside UI flows between these
Uls in applications normal usage scenarios, thus UIF diagrams are used to model user
interaction. Application user interaction can also be prototyped and evaluated with the
UIF diagrams when applications navigational information is added to them, thus UIF
method could be used to improve applications usability quality metrics.
The UIF method provides reuse by allowing designers to define individual ills

as

independent components that hold and own all components and support ills needed for
its operations, thus these individual UI designs can be taken out from the designs
independently and reused in the projects that have similar requirements.
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IV. DESIGNING MODULAR APPLICATIONS

In chapter 3 UIF a method for deriving application structures for standalone Smart
Phone applications was introduced and in this chapter the focus is shifted on designing
the application Uls and applications structures for modular Smart Phone applications.
With the modular design applications can be developed using independent or semi
independent component modules to form the fully functional application.
The modularization methods are introduced in the chapter 2, and in this chapter
their usability issues in the modular application development in the Smart Phone domain
is discussed concentrating on the Symbian OS implementations. After the modular
methods discussion differences in the UIF methods between developing standalone
applications and modular applications will be discussed. The method introduced in this
chapter also illustrates the usage and the usability of the UIF method in the modular
application development with a real world example application design.
The basic idea of modular design is that the final system can be assembled from
prefabricated software modules, thus it increases the scope for reuse and replacement.
Other benefits are that component-based architecture has potential to remove the tight
coupling of application parts, thus enabling reuse and parallel development of different
parts and reducing development time as well

as

giving to developers clear time-to

market advantage.
4.1

Modularization methods
With the modular design approach, one important aspect that needs to be defined

for the application modules is the runtime-context where the modules will be executed in
the application suite. Symbian OS offers possibilities to execute separate applications in
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separate processes, separate threads and also some methods even make it possible to
execute separately built applications in a context of a one thread.
With modular application designs in the Symbian OS and in the Smart Phone
domain the main difference between running applications in separated processes or
separated threads is that processes have commonly protected address space which can
only be read and modified by either application itself or by the kernel process. Due this
reason separated threads sharing same process also share same address space and threads
executed in separated processes use separate address areas. This means that
communication between threads with separated processes has to be handled through the
kernel, while threads executed in the same process can access the memory areas directly.
Using kernel services to copy the data between different processes causes some
overhead to the communication process, and according to this reason with modular
applications one way to reduce overhead caused by the communication processes
between application modules is to execute application modules with their own threads
within one process.
4. 1 . l Dynamically loaded libraries
As mentioned in the chapter 2 within the Smart Phone application development in
the Symbian OS, dynamically loaded libraries are widely used to separate application
logic from the UI code. This separation gives some benefits for porting applications
between different platforms as well as it allows application Uls and logic to be
developed and tested separately.
When developing applications in modular fashion with the

UIF

method, static

DLLs could also be used to implement common parts of the application suite. As
mentioned in the chapter 2 static DLLs are only loaded to the memory ones, therefore
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using the same DLL between different application parts could reduce overall memory
consumption of the application.
Polymorphic DLL' s could also be used to implement common parts of the
application suite. They would be more suitable, for example, when designing UI
interfaces that are needed by different applications. Since applications are required to
explicitly load these polymorphic DLLs when requiring their services, they could also be
used to implement additional logics of the application suite which could

be

developed

and distributed separately from the main application.
4. 1 .2 Client-Server structure
Servers encapsulate the logic and offering a standard interface to access the service
implemented in it, thus they are well suited for modular application development. The
implementation of servers can also differentiate between different installations as well

as

servers could potentially be installed separately from clients using them. Symbian OS
offers methods for searching servers installed into the system and therefore, clients
implementing server side services could search for the servers and disable any
navigational objects for servers which are not available at any given moment. The
Client-Server architecture could be utilized in multiple different ways in the modular
application designs, some examples include: Servers handling shared resources, Servers
handling messaging between different clients, and Servers handling background
processmg.
In the Symbian OS the Client-Server architecture is used widely to access system
shared resources, with the modular application design the Client-Server architecture is
very well suited for this purpose, for example servers could be used to access shared
system data area implemented using shared memory, shared database or other means.
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The Client-Server architecture would pose some extra overhead which is caused
by the communications between clients and the server, but it would also give some
benefits. For example, in case of the shared memory, the design could be implemented
in a way that only the server would be allowed to access the data directly, thus the
design would not require any memory access protection to be implemented.
Most common servers do not implement any Uis for the user interaction, but
commonly all of the user interaction is handled by the client side implementations. For
this reason servers are also well suited on handling background processing, where no
user interaction is required directly. If required server applications could potentially also
implement fully featured Uis, but commonly if any Uis are required for the server
implementations, they usually are small indicators indicating service states or small
notes used for the event notifications.
Servers could also utilize the client Uis for the user interaction, examples of this
kind of usage would include servers used for monitoring a specific event, and when this
event happens, the server would

run

the client application to indicate the event to the

user.
4. 1 .3 Shared Memory
Shared memory from which the chapter 2 identified a Blackboard architecture, can
be used by itself as a communication method between application modules, or it could
be mixed with other software architectures, such as the Client-Server architecture.
In case the shared memory area area could be potentially used by more than two
applications at any given time (with at least one client writing to the memory), the
shared memory system is required to implement some sort of memory access protection.
Symbian OS implements semaphores, mutexes

as

well as critical sections using

semaphores which could be utilized for the memory access protection.
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4. 1 .4 Message passing
With the message passing there were two different methods introduced in the
chapter 2 : Message Queues and message passing in the application architecture. Also the
application view architecture discussed later in this chapter offers communication
method based on the message passing between applications.
Message queues could be utilized to pass messages withing independent
application modules as well as within separated applicatios. Thus this messaging method
also allows applications to be built as totally independent modules.
The basic difference on passing the messages with the Message Queues rather than
with the view or the application architecture is that with the Message Queues, the sender
does not need to know anything about message receivers. This efectively means that
there could be zero to many receivers for the message, and if this feature is required by
the application struture, then Message Queues are well suited for the purpose.
With message passing using the methods provided by the Symbian OS application
strutures, the message passing is one-to-one communications and the sender is required
to know the receiver before sending the message. This also means that the message
delivery is quaranteed in all cases and in case of error the sender will be notified.
4. 1 .5 Communicating through events
There are three different event messaging methods discussed in the chapter 2,
these include: Publish & Subscibe, System events and the System agent events.
The Publish & Subscibe is basically used to store variable values in the server
side, so it also could be implemented by constructing a special Client-Server service for
the application suite to use. Similar functionality as offered by Publish & Subscibe API
in syrnbian OS could also be handled by unsing RSystemAgent for the event sending.
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The biggest problem with the Publish & Subscibe API in the Symbian OS is that it is not
supported by all Symbian devices.
System event communication with symbian os is implemented mainly as one-to
one communication, which the sender needs to know the receiver before sending the
event. Difference between sending messages using the Symbian OS application
architecture and System events wihin the architecture is that where the message sending
the message is sent either as a command line parameter (when starting the application),
or by locating the task and sending the message using the CApaTask's SendMessage
function. With the System event messaging events are sent using the Window Server,
this means that the receiver could be identified by its name or by some other identifier,
or it also could be identified by its windows z-order.
4. 1 .6 Document Embedding
Document embedding within Symbian OS offers easy to use method where
applications can be executed in a context of a one thread. With reference to the reason
that applications are executed withing one process, they share same address space, so
they can communicate between each others by using pointers to the data.
In the Symbian OS many resources are accessed through handles and these
handles are thread specific, and thus cannot be shared between separate threads. This
feature will not cause any problems with the document embedding, this is due the fact
that in the document embedding applications are not only executed in the context of a
process but in fact they are executed in a context of a one thread, thus, they could also
share all handle based resources between them.
An important issue when utilizing this method is that the embedded application
will receive all the system events instead of the embedding application. This means that
when executing the embedded application, the embedding application will not get any
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re-draw, key or command events from the OS. However if the embedding application
has reqistered any monitor interfaces, they will still be called, and the system
implementation needs to make sure these interface events will be handled accordingly
also when the embedded application is on focus.
As meantioned in the chapter 2 the embedding application aquires a pointer to the
created document class, this pointer points to the document class of the embedded
application. Also the embedded application will have its iDoorObserver and
iContainerAppUi pointer variables set into values that are pointing to the classes in the
embedding application. These pointers could be used to form the communication
between the application modules, one effective way to achieve the communication is to
define custom interface definitions and pass pointers pointing to these interfaces
between communication partners.
The communication could be initiated by both parties and the implementation will
depend on the selected application structure as well as the selected logical model for the
application structure.
4. 1 . 7 View Architecture
The View architecture allows binary message passing while activating a view and
in [38] it was said that:

"Note that communications is one-way; the view being activated cannot pass
information back to the application originating the call ".

This is basically only half true, meaning that during the activation of the view, it
cannot pass data back to the last active view. Nonetheless in the view activation function
the activated view also will be given a view identifier of the last active view. This means
that it is possible to implement application structure where the activated view, when
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finished with its task, activates the previously active view and passes some data back to
the calling view, thus implementing two-way communication within the View
architecture.
One very important feature with the view structure is that views need to be
registered to the View Server before they can be used. Another important issue to notice
is that when views are activated, they are executed in the context of the application that
constructed them, which is not necessarily the context of the calling application. This
effectively means that views implemented in the separated application will commonly be
executed in separate processes.
Also an issue that should be noted is that some of the system applications keep
their views constructed even when they are currently not in use. The main reason for this
behavior is to speed up the usage of the view. This design could also be used whenever
it is necessary to open a view as fast as possible in custom applications.
There is also one important issue when utilizing the View architecture in modular
application designs. This is that when the application is constructed the activation of the
view will be handled by the view server. And since the UI classes are commonly only
constructed during the view activation, this could pose some delay before the UI classes
are ready to be used. This feature needs to be taken account when designing the
communications between application modules.
The problems this feature could cause is, for example, when executing a
application using the document embedding, the application user interface class will just
construct the view class and signal to the View Server to activate the view, which after
the function will return and the execution returns back to the embedding application.
And in the case the embedding application is designed to pass the data to the UI classes
directly after the embedded application construction is finished, then it can fail. This is
due to the fact that the View Server has not yet called the view to be activated, which
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would also construct the required UI classes. This issue can be solved by simply letting
the embedded application start the communication process whenever it is ready to do so.
4.2

Modular development with UIF method
The UIF method described in this chapter is published in [46] and it is in most

parts same as the method described in the chapter 3 . The activity step list for modular
application development is illustrated in Figure 4. 1 .

UML Use Case modeling

U p d ate

>
Refining the Fi rst l evel UIF diagrams

First level UIF modeling

Identifying main components and support Uls

Update

Second level UIF modeling

Navigational components modeling

Modeling modularization aspects

Designing applic ation architecture
Results:

- UIF diagrams
- UML class diagrams

- Behavioral diagrams (for modularization)
- Deployment diagrams
- N avigational items

Figure 4. 1 Activity steps for UIF method

Most visible difference between method proposed in this chapter and the method
shown in chapter 3 is an extra step defined in this chapter. Other differences mainly
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concentrate on changes with UML Use Case and first level UIF modeling activities and
are discussed later in this chapter.
4.2 . 1 Use Case modeling
As defined in the chapter 3 the UIF method is started by constructing UML Use
Case diagrams from the application requirements. The difference between the method
defined in the chapter 3 and with the modular application development is that in this step
of the UIF method the UML Use Case diagrams are also used to identify different
modules needed to be implemented for the application.
This is handled by first identifying the system main use cases from the application
requirements. This could also be done by grouping the related use cases together to form
main task groups. These main use cases or use case groups would then identify possible
main modules for the application.
The second step is then to identify all required use cases for the main use cases, or
use case groups to identify tasks required to be implemented by the application modules.
4.2.2 First level UIF modeling
The second step with the UIF method is to derive first level UIF diagrams from the
UML Use Case diagrams. With the modular application development this step is also
used to further identify the modularization aspects for the application by:
1 . Identifying application main modules and their responsibilities,
2. Identifying possibilities to share components between modules, and
3. Modeling the first level UIF diagrams for the application modules and the shared
components.

With the first task, the application is split into the modules according to the UML
Use Case diagram's main use cases, or the use case groups. Responsibilities for each
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module should be identified, and the responsibilities should include all aspects defined
in the use cases and in the application requirements.
Second task is then to identify, if there would be any functionalities that could be
encapsulated into sharable independent components, which could be shared between
different application modules. Which after the first level UIF diagrams depicting
application component structures are modeled according to the information gathered in
this step. Different modules and shared components should be drawn using Component
diagrams to identify that they are implemented separately.
As last activity on this step the first level UIF diagrams for different modules are
drawn as with the method proposed in the chapter 3.

4.2.3 Refining First level UIF diagrams
The refining step is executed as defined in the chapter 3 , and in case any changes
are required to be made to the application design, all diagrams should be updated
accordingly.
4.2.4 Identifying main components and support Uis
Similarly as with the previous step the identification of the components and the
support Uls step is also executed as it is done in the method described in the chapter 3 .
4.2.5 Second level UIF modeling
Similarly, the first level UIF diagram modeling in the first step, the second level
UIF diagrams constructed for different application modules and different shared
components should be drawn using component diagrams to identify that they are
implemented separately. Otherwise this step is executed as described in the chapter 3.
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4.2.6 Navigational components modeling
Similarly, the refining step and component and support U1 identification step, this
step is also executed as explained in the chapter 3 .
4.2. 7 Modularization modeling
The modularization modeling step was not present in the UIF method described in
the chapter 3, this is due to the fact a method for general UIF modeling methodology for
Smart Phone applications which are constructed as a standard stand alone applications
was proposed in the chapter 3 . And in this chapter it is extended to cover modular
application designs. In this step the application modularization aspects are identified and
modeled. This step is handled by:
Modeling application structures and their execution order, and
Modeling application communication.

With the application structural modeling the application architecture and the
modularization method used for the application modules are chosen, alongside with any
restrictions on the execution order of the application.
The communication method depends on the application architecture and it depends
on the modularization method chosen for the application. Quite often there are still few
different solutions to select from, and also some applications could utilize multiple
different software architectures and communication methods within them. The
communication method modeling should also identify any data access problems and find
solutions for the problems found as well as describing all necessary steps for initiating
the communication and maintaining it. Also in this step application Deployment
packages should be designed to design the installation packages which with the
application could be deployed.
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4.2.8 Class diagram modeling
Conceptual Class diagrams for the applications are derived from the second level
UIF diagrams as explained in the chapter 3 . The main difference with the modular
application design is that instead of having one application to design for, there could be
several separated applications to be designed. Also there could be shared components
that should be designed in to the separate Class diagrams.
4.3

Modular development example
The example application used in this chapter is called N-SMS (also called EzSMS

in markets outside Thailand), and it is based on the earlier implemented application
called SMS plus. The SMS plus application had been made around a year before these
designs were constructed and the application is currently distributed as a freeware
application through Symbiland portal located in Hong Kong. The SMS plus application
was made for sending and scheduling standard and encrypted SMS messages and with
this new design requirements for the application were revised in a way that the new
application needs to be able to:
Handle standard SMS messages from the standard SMS folders:
o

Move and copy messages between messaging folders,

o

Send and schedule standards SMS messages,

o

Modify existing messages in standard SMS folders,

o

View existing standard SMS messages, and

o

Construct new standard SMS messages.

Handle encrypted SMS messages:
o

Send and schedule encrypted SMS messages,

o

Following fixes for the first generation implementation need to be done:
•

The 3-DES implementation needs to be revised.
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•

At least messages stored in the Inbox folder should be identified
as encrypted SMS messages. so they can be handled accordingly
by the example application.

•

Automatic detection between the Unicode & the ASCII encoding
needs to be implemented.

Construct fake incoming SMS messages:
o

Construct and schedule SMS messages that appear to be sent to the phone
by selected party.

o

Allow modifying and deletion of the messages while they are waiting to
be scheduled.

It was also desired that the application would be made extensible. so any future
additions could be easily incorporated into the system. Also required functionalities
should be made in a way that they could be inserted

I

removed from the application

without disturbing other application components. The last requirement is due to the
following reasons:
Some countries might pose restrictions to encrypting SMS messages. thus in
these market areas the encryption feature should be removed from the
application.
Each

component

should

be made

completely

independent

from the

implementation of other components:
o

So existing application modules do not need to be changed. when adding
new features and modules to the application. and

o

Different teams could implement different parts of the application
without needing to know any implementation issues of other application
modules.
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4.3 . l Use Case diagrams for N-SMS
The first task in the fist step of the UIF method is to find the main use cases for the
application, and since this example application is to be designed in the modular fashion
where different :functionalities are handled in different applications, the first task is to
find the tasks groups and to bind them into the main use cases.
By evaluating the application requirements, it can be seen that there are three main
requirements groups, which are: Managing standard SMS messages, Managing
encrypted SMS messages, and Managing fake SMS messages.
With the standard SMS management, there are also requirements for managing the
content stored in the standard application message folders, and for this reason the use
case for the group will be called manage mail boxes. The resulting main Use Case
diagram for the example application is shown in figure 4.2

Figure 4.2 Use Case diagram for main use cases

The Next task in this step is to define use cases for each main use case shown in
the main Use Case diagram. This is handled by mapping requirements for the use case
group into the separated use cases.

The resulting UML Use Case diagram for the

Manage mail boxes use case is shown in Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3 Use Case diagram for manage mail boxes

For the encrypted SMS use case the UML Use Case diagram is shown in Figure
4.4 and as can be seen, the encrypted SMS use case only includes three use cases: Select
message, Construct message, and View message.

<<user>>

Figure 4.4 Use Case diagram for manage encrypted SMS

The UML Use Case diagram for the Fake SMS management is very similar to the
encrypted SMS use case, the only difference is it has one extra use case called modify
message. This use case could have also been added to encrypted SMS use case, but since
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it is not defined yet if it is possible to identify the encrypted SMS messages from the
other message folders than from the Inbox folder, it is left out from these initial designs.

Figure 4.5 Use Case diagram for manage fake SMS
4.3.2 First level UIF diagrams for N-SMS
In the use case modeling it was already determined that the application would be
constructed with three different application modules. As an architectural design decision
an important issue is to determine whether these different modules would be constructed
as independent applications, so they could be used individually without other
applications present in the system, or as a semi-independent applications modules, which
one application would act as a main application, and other applications would be only
executed from this main application.
Regarding the example application it was determined that usmg the sem1independent application approach works better, this is due to the fact that the manage
mail boxes application could be used as a general message handler and as a message
selection handler for the other application components that handle messages stored in
the standard messaging folders.
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With this example application only the Encrypted SMS application uses the
standard folders, which means that the Fake SMS application also needs to implement
its own message selection. Since the N-SMS application is designed to be able to handle
future additions to the application suite, there could be messaging handlers developed in
the future that could utilize this feature, thus the selected architectural design can be
justified.
Thus as a first step on designing the component structure for the example
application there are three different modules defined:
1 . Main application: handling normal SMS messages & message selection from
standard messaging folder:
2. Extras component: a component that handles special messages that are not stored
in standard folder, thus requires own messaging selection
3. Messaging component: a component that handles messages that are stored in
standard messaging folders.

Application entry point is to the main application module and the main module is
used to manage execution of these two different messaging application modules. The
modules are defined as a reference design, which forms a base for different handler
implementations.
Also as mentioned earlier in this dissertation, each UI drawn into the UIF diagram
is thought to be an independent component, which can be reused in other
implementations. With modular applications these independent UI components could
also be reused internally between the application modules. For this reason during this
step it is also important to look for these reusable components. Reusing the UI
components between different application modules can help to reduce the coding work
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for the application as well as it also will help to design more constant overall look & feel
for the application.
The example application is determined that all of the application modules needs to
be able to construct and view messages, and for this reason these functionalities should
be put in to separate component modules that could be used by different application
modules. Thus the initial component structure design should include five modules in it.
The first level UIF component structure diagrams for the N-SMS application were
designed based on the previous reasoning and the results are shown in the figure 4.6.
The responsibilities for different modules were refined in refining step and the
information gathered in refining step is also included in the figure.

folder selection
message selection
· SMS modification
· Copy/Move message
- Send/Schedule SMS
· Handle shared resources
· Handle Components
+ dynamic discovery
+ manage operations
·

·

·
·
·

special message selection
Message sending
application specific logig

Figure 4.6 First level UIF diagram for N-SMS

The notation used with the UI components shown in the Figure 4.6 differs from
the notations used in the chapter 3. The reason for the difference is that the first level
UIF diagrams shown in the chapter 3, were illustrating actual Uis used in the
application, and in the figure 4.6 the boxes illustrate application components, rather than
their Uis. The purpose of this notation is to distinguish the different application module
components and to define their responsibilities as well as the UI flows between different
application modules.
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As can be seen from the Figure 4.6, application is always starts by executing the
main application, which then will handle executing all other application modules
according to its logic. There are two main application components: The Extras
component and the messaging component. The Extras component is used when the
application module requires its own message selection and the messaging component is
used when the application is only required to implement the message construction and
viewing functionalities.
In the Figure 4.6 it also defines that the mam application is required to
dynamically discover all application components installed into the system. This
requirement is defined for the application so it can be expanded with new application
modules dynamically in the future editions as it was stated in the application
requirements. This design also allows each component to be individually installed and
removed from the system when desired by the user.
From the design illustrated in the Figure 4.6 it can be concluded that the initial
designs for the example application complies with the requirements for the extendibility
mentioned in the application requirements earlier in this chapter.
The composer component shown in the Figure 4.6, corresponds to the construct
message use case shown in the application Use Case diagrams. In these diagrams the
composer component only includes one use case. With the UIF method this would
indicate that the component would only have one UI implemented on it. Nevertheless as
it is defined in the Figure 4.6 the composer component also needs to be able to handle its
own settings as well as the contacts selection for the message construction task, and for
these reasons separate Uis for these tasks need to be added into the UIF diagram for the
composer component.
The resulting fist level UIF diagrams for the composer component is shown in
Figure 4. 7, it can be seen that the component is always opened by showing the message
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construction UI and that the component also implements separated Uls for the settings
handling as well as for the contacts selection tasks.

S ettings U I

Construct UI

Setting item

recipient

Setting item
S etting item

C ontacts UI

contact
selection
list

message
body

Figure 4. 7 First level UIF diagram for composer component

The message viewer component identified in the Figure 4.6, is implementing the
view message use case shown in the application Use Case diagrams. This component is
only required to implement message viewing functionalities without any modification
functionalities. Therefore it can be concluded that the task can be handled by using only
one UI, which is used to view the selected message. The resulting first level UIF
diagram for the message viewer component is shown in Figure 4.8.

iewer C om onent
Viewer UI
recipient
message
body

Figure 4.8 First level UIF diagram for viewer component
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The composer and viewer components implement the reusable components used
by different application modules. The extras component then is implementing a
reference design for the application modules that require their own message selection
functionality.
With the example application design only the Fake SMS component will be
constructed using this reference design. As shown in the Use Case diagram for the Fake
SMS application this application has four use cases: Construct message, View message,
Select message, and Modify message.
The first use case is implemented in the message composer component and the
second use case in the viewer component, so this leaves two use cases to be
implemented in this component, which in the UIF method translates to two separate Uis
to be implemented. The resulting first level UIF diagram for the extras component is
shown in Figure 4.9.

Modify message

mes s age
viewer
for
modifi.catior

S election UI

message

iewer Com onent

s election

list

Figure 4.9 First level UIF diagram for extras component

The UML Use Case diagram for the main application (manage mail boxes Use
case diagram) has five use cases defined in it, and similarly the other components the
message composing and viewing use cases are handled in the separately implemented
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components, thus there are only three use cases left to be implemented

this

component: Folder selection, Message selection, and Message handling.
The message handling has three included use cases from which the copy/move and
send/schedule are not
third

UI should be

UI

related operations, from which it can be concluded that the

named as modify message

for the main application is shown in Figure

Main a:

UI.

The resulting first level

UIF

diagram

4. 10.

lication
Select Folder

Select Message

Modify message

folder
selection
list

message
selecetion
list

message
viewer
for
modification

Figure 4. 1 0 First level

UIF diagram for main application

With this example application design the refining first level

UIF

diagrams step is

not shown, the reason being that the step was merged to this step already and thus the
refining was already conducted while designing the first level

UIF

diagrams and during

identifying the main responsibilities for different application components.

4.3 .3

Second level UIF diagrams for N-SMS
The next step in the

UIF

method is to identify all support Uls and the main

components for the main tasks, which after the second level

UIF

diagrams are designed

accordingly. These steps are highly coupled together, and since the first step defines
exactly what is going to be drawn into the

UIF
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diagrams in the latter step, with this

example application design both of these steps are combined and shown together to
increase the clarity of the presentation, however the UIF method is still followed strictly,
but instead of defining components for whole application in one go, each component is
designed individually and both steps are explained for separately for each component.
The only functionality for the viewer components is to show the message, which
typically consists of a message body and a recipient name/number. With the example
application design the implementation will be reused from the SMS plus application.
The original application did not allow changing the messages viewed while the viewer
was visible. Instead users had to go back to the message selection and select the
messages to be viewed individually.

jukka siluennaine
.le d meHQ9.8
.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Back
Figure 4. 1 1

UIF diagram for Encrypted SMS viewer

Since the viewer component does not need any other key input than up/down
arrow keys (used for scrolling long messages) for viewing the message body, the
message switching could be achieved with the left/right arrow keys. For usability
reasons the available message count should be shown to the user while viewing the
messages. To do this, it was decided to shown the amount of the messages available as
well as the current index within these messages in the navigation panel label (figure 4. 1 1
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shows text "112" in upper part of it, in where 2 is the amount of messages and 1 is the
current index). The viewer screen does not have any other components defined for it. All
other visible items shown in the UI are handled by drawing them into the screen in the
Uls draw function. The resulting UIF diagrams for the Encrypted SMS viewer
component is shown in Figure 4. 1 1 .
Since all of the viewers will be made based on the same component design, they
will look exactly the same, only exception being the application title shown in the upper
part of the UL The title will show different texts for different application components.
As seen from the Figure 4. 1 1 , with the Encrypted SMS the title is Encrypted SMS, with
the Fake SMS application the title will be Fake SMS and with the main application, the
title will have the name of the folder where the currently viewed message is stored in.
As defined with the first level UIF designs the composer component has three Uis
defined in it, and that the message composing screen is acting as an entry UI for the
SMS composer component. There are two components in this UI: a text editor, where
the message body is composed and another text editor for the recipient's number.
The contacts selection UI's look & feel was copied from the standard contact
application, the only exception being that it does not allow multiple selection for the
contact items. The contacts selection UI consists of two main components: list for
showing the contacts and a search field for searching the contact items. The search field
will have focus on it for the user input and the list will be updated according to the
search field's text.
The settings UI for the composer component is implemented using standard Series
60 settings list, and in this stage of the development only one settings requirement is
identified so far, which is the selection of the message format (Unicode/ ASCII)
be seen from the Figure 4. 1 2.
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Figure 4. 1 2 UIF diagram for Encrypted SMS composer

With the standard SMS sending it was determined that using the composer
components would restrict some of the functionalities, and for this reason it was
determined that instead of using the composer components, the example application
should utilize the CSend.AppUI A.PI which with the application could use the standard
SMS composer installed into the phone as shown in Figure 4. 1 3 .

·------------

Options

Close

Figure 4. 1 3 UIF diagram for Normal SMS composer
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The recipient selections as well as the messaging settings in this case are handled
by the phone's native SMS application, so they are not modeled into the

UIF

diagram.

Also there is no need to define any components or navigational objects for this UI, this is
due to the fact that all these issues will be handled by the native application in the phone
and as they can very between different devices and OS versions.
With the Fake SMS application there are many changes that were identified to be
made for the UIF diagrams. The implementations for the composer and the viewer
components are thought to be reused in all of the application parts as they were
designed, without any changes made to them. These components handle the SMS body
and the recipient components, but with the Fake SMS application there is also the
scheduling time that needs to be handled when constructing messages as well as when
viewing them.
For the message construction, the issue was solved by adding a dialog screen
asking for the scheduling time when saving the message. This dialog consists of two
time editors: one for the time and one for the date. The dialog implementation would
also be used in the other components where message scheduling is required.
With this design the composer components for the Fake SMS would be
implemented exactly the same as with the composer components for the Encrypted
SMS. The only exception being the application title, which would indicate that these
composer Uls are used under the Fake SMS application.
It was also identified that the Fake SMS application would be required to allow
users to view and to modify messages stored in Fake SMS message store. To ease the
implementation, all of these tasks were decided to be handled with the composer
component and for this reason no additional modifying UI is no longer needed, nor does
the Fake SMS application need to use the viewer component for viewing the messages.
The resulting UIF diagram for the Fake SMS application is shown in the Figure 4. 14.
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Figure 4.14 UIF diagram for Fake SMS application

With the Fake SMS application the message selection UI was reused from the
message scheduler UI implementation constructed for the SMS plus application. This U1
llas only on.e main component: a list box showing scheduled messages waiting to be sent
ouL The List box is standard Series 60 list box with large icon on the left column. The
icon is made while reading the message store and will contain the scheduling time and
date for the message.
The second level UIF diagrams for the main application also have been changed in
many parts. Firstly because the standard SMS composer was selected to be used as a
message composer, it cannot be used for modifying the message as is done with the Fake

SMS application. This issue was solved by the decision to handle all of the message
modifications with menu options, each opening special dialog window for modifying the

selected part of the message. Tue message parts for modifying were identified as: Read
attribute, Message body, Recipient, Message time, Message description, and Message
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details. With this decision the message modifying UI is no longer required by this
component. This leaves only two Uis to be implemented with the main application:
Folder selection UI, and Message selection UI .
The Series 60 device' s native messaging application also implements these Uis,
and for each phone the look & feel differs slightly. The main difference is due the
different graphical icons used with different phone versions. For this reason these Uis
need to be constructed in a way that they will use the system applications icons in the
both of these Uls. Also other aspects of the native messaging application' s UI look &
feel for both of these Uis should be strictly followed. This is to make it easier for users
to adapt to this application.
With folder selection, there is only one component used in it, and it was
determined to be a standard Series 60 list box, with one line text and large icon. The
message selection UI components were identified as: Standard Series 60 list box with
two lines of text and small icon and tab-bar to show the selected messaging folder. The
applications title should also be made to correspond to the selected folder in the message
selection UI, and in the folder selection UI the title should show the name of the
application.
It. was also determined that when changing the message body, the description of
the message should normally be changed. Similarly when changing the addressee of the
message, the message details are usually updated accordingly. During the designing
process it was not certain if all of the users would want this standard behavior, and for
this reason a settings UI, in where the behavior could be selected was also identified to
be needed, and thus it was added into the second level

UIF

diagrams. The settings view

also has third option, where the behavior for sending the message is defined.
As it is mentioned in the chapter 5 application could implement a splash screen for
waiting the applications construction to finalize during the applications entry flow's
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constru.ction sequence. Wilb the example application it was decided to include tbe splash
screen already in this stage, since it can also be used as an advertisement of the
developing company.
At tbis stage no construction calculation are conducted yet,

so

it was decided that

in case there are no construction tasks that would require the splash screen, then there
will be a timer that will take care of showing the screen enough long time to be seen by
the users each time they execute the application. The resulting second level UIF diagram
for the N-SMS main application s
i shown in the figure 4.15.
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Figure 4. 15 Main UIF diagram for N-SMS

As can be seen from the figure the splash screen al.so allows users to exit the
application while it is shown. This flow is included to allow users to exit the applications
while the showing the splash screen, without having to wait until the timer goes off.
Other navigational decisions include that the message viewer components can be only
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invoked from the message selection UI. The message composer Uis and the extras
components UI can both be invoked from both the folder and the message selection Uis.
4.3 .4 Navigational components for N-SMS
With the splash screen there are no buttons shown in the UIF diagram, but since
there is a possibility to exit this screen, both soft key buttons should be assigned to
EEikCmdExit value, so the application would exit when the user presses either of the
soft key buttons.
Folder selection UI's list box is used as a navigational object, where the menuoption open will execute the command according to the selected item in the list box. The
structure for the list box items is copied from the native Series 60 messaging application,
in which the fist item is 'New message' and selecting it will open a pop-up menu with
the same items shown as with the menu option 'new message'. With the 'New message'
selection the standard SMS is the only static item in that selection list. All other items
are only added to the list if the handler is present in the system. The handler
management is illustrated later in this chapter. Next items are 'Inbox', 'Draft', 'Sent'
and ' Outbox', which when selected will open the corresponding folder in the message
selection UI. After these five static items the list will be appended dynamically with all
extras components installed into the system similar to the new message selection list.

Table 4. 1 . Folder selection's list box
Menu Item

Condition

Description/Action

New message

Show the new message pup-up menu.

Inbox

Inbox folder

Draft

Draft folder

Opens the message selection UI with the

Opens the message selection UI with the

Opens the message selection UI with the

Sent

Sent folder

Opens the message selection UI with the

Outbox
Extras <dvnamic>

Outbox folder
Added to the list, when

Opens selected handler's, extras

handler is present

component.
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Figure 4. 1 6 Options menu for folder selection UI

Table 4.2. Options menu for folder selection UI
Menu Item

Condition

Description/Action

Added to the list, when

Opens the composer component of the

handlers is present

selected handler

Opens standard SMS editor

New message: Standard SMS
New message: <dynamic>
Open

Selects operation from the list box.

About

Opens the about dialog.

The options menu for the message selection UI is shown in the figure 4. 1 7, and as
it can be seen from it the UI also has similar dynamic menu for the composer
components as the folder selection UI has.

Open
Modify
Send
Move to:
Copy to:
New message
Settings

Delete
Tagle read
Now
lnbox
lnbax
Standard Sl'IS

Draft

Draft

Schedule

I

Sent

Sent

l'lessage Badv

Number

l'lessage time
Description
Details

Figure 4. 1 7 Options menu for message selection UI

Similarly the extras and the composers the message viewers are dynamically
discovered when the main application is run for the first time. The message selection UI
shows messages stored in the devices standard messaging folders and
messages according to the handlers currently installed into the system.
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it

filters the

Table 4.3. Options menu for message selection UI
Menu Item

Open

Description/Action

Condition

Show only when current

Select a viewer component and open

folder has messages in it.

the selected messages in it.

Show only when current
Modify

folder has messages in it

Show the modify sub-menu

Modify: Delete

Delete selected message

Modify: Togle read

Togle read bit in the selected message
Open selected message's body in the
dialog for modifications.

Modify: Messag body

Open selected message's recipient
information in the dialog for
Modify: Number

modifications.

Modify: Message time

modifications

Open message time in dialog for
Open selected message's description
information in the dialog for
Modify: Description

modifications.
Open selected message's details
information in the dialog for

Modify: Details

modifications.
Show only when current
folder has messages in it

Send

Show the Send sub-menu
Send selected message

Send: Now

Schedule selected message for sending
in the Outbox.

Send: Schedule
Show only when current
Move to

folder has messages in it

Show the Move to sub-menu

Show only when not in the

Move selected messages to the Inbox

Move to: Inbox

Inbox folder

folder

Show only when not in the Move selected messages to the Draft
Draft folder

folder

Show only when not in the

Move selected messages to the Sent

Move to: Sent

Sent folder

folder

Copy to

in current folder

Show the Copy to sub-menu

Show only when not in the

Copy selected messages to the Inbox

folder

folder

Move to: Draft

Show when has messages

Copy to: Inbox
Copy to: Draft
Copy to: Sent

Show only when not in the

Copy selected messages to the Draft

Draft folder

folder

Show only when not in the

Copy selected messages to the Sent

Sent folder

folder

New message: Standard SMS
New message: <dynamic>

Open the standard SMS composer.
Added to the list, when

Open the composer component of the

handlers is present

selected handler.

Open the Settings UL

Settings

The soft key buttons with the folder selection are standards options-exit buttons
where the exit will produce EEikCmdExit command for exiting the application, the
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button groups for message the selection UI is shown in table 4.4 and for the settings UI
in Table 4.5.

Table 4.4. Soft key buttons for message selection UI.
Button

Text

Left SK

: Ontions

Opens options menu

Right SK

Back

Moves back to the folder selection UI

Description/Action

Table 4.5. Soft key buttons for settings UI.
Button

Text

Description/Action

Saves the settings data and moves back to the calling
Left SK

Ok

UI
Moves back to the calling UI without saving any

Right SK

Cancel

changes made to the settings data.

Soft key buttons for the Fake SMS applications message selection UI are drawn as
option-back in to the second level UIF shown in the figure 4. 1 4, but in fact they are
behaving as a standard options-exit. This behavior can also be seen from the table 4.6.
The reason why the text 'back' was chosen over the text 'exit', is that users do not know
that they are exiting an application, for them it is merely a change of a

UI,

so 'back'

gives the necessary information for the users, and the text 'exit' could also confuse some
of the users.
Table 4.6. Soft key buttons for Fake SMS message selection UI.
Button

Text

Description/Action

Left SK

Options

Opens the options menu

Right SK

Back

Closes the Fake SMS aoolication

M od i fy
Delete
New

Figure 4. 1 8 Options menu for Fake SMS message selection UI
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The options menu for the Fake SMS has only three items defined for it, this is due
to the design decision not to include the viewer component in the Fake SMS application,
but to show the scheduling information in the list box and then letting the users to view
the messages only with the modify option defined in the options menu. The navigational
object table for the fake SMS application message selection UI is shown in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7. Options menu for Fake SMS message selection UI.
Menu Item

Modify

Condition

Description/Action

Show only if the list box

Opens the composer component with the selected

has items in it.

message.

Show only if the list box
has items in it

Delete

Delete the selected message.
Opens the composer component for constructing a new
message.

New

Table 4.8. Soft key buttons for Fake SMS composer UI.
Button

Text

Description/Action

Left SK

Options

Opens the options menu

Right SK

Back

Closes the Fake SMS composer

The soft key buttons for the Fake SMS contacts UI and for the settings UI both are
defined as Ok-Cancel buttons, where the cancel option cancels the action and closes the
UI

and then moves back to the composer UI, and the OK buttons is associated with an

action before closing the UI as shown in tables 4.9 and 4. 1 0.

Table 4.9. Soft key buttons for Fake SMS contacts UI.
Button

Text

Left SK

Ok

coposer UI.

Right SK

Cancel

Closes the Encrypted SMS contacts UI

Description/Action

Add the selected contact as recipient to the Fake SMS
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Table 4. 1 0. Soft key buttons for Fake SMS settings UL
Button

Text

Description/Action

Left SK

Ok

Right SK

Cancel

made to the settings data.

Closes the Fake SMS settings UI and saves changes
Closes the Encrypted SMS settings UI.

The options menu for the Fake SMS composer shown in the figure 4. 1 9 is similar
to the options menu for the Encrypted SMS composer UI shown in the figure 4.20, the
only difference is that with the Fake SMS application there is no send options, only a
save option is defined. This is due to the fact that the same composer

UI

is used for

modifying, viewing and constructing the Fake SMS messages, thus the save option is
used to save any changes made to the message. Where as in the Encrypted SMS
composer the UI is used for constructing messages only, thus the messages are not saved
anywhere, but instead they are sent either immediately or by scheduling them to the
Outbox folder.

Table 4. 1 1 . Options menu for Fake SMS composer.
Menu Item

Condition

Description/Action

Show only if the message
has a message body and
Save

recipient defined.

Saves changes made to the message.

Add recipient

Opens the contacts UI

Settings

Opens the settings UI

Clear message

Resets the message body

Save
i:ldd recipient
Settings
Clear me s s a g e

Figure 4. 1 9 Options menu for Fake SMS composer
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Send

Now

J:ldd recipient

Schedule

Settings
Clear message

Figure 4.20 Options menu for Encrypted SMS composer

Table 4. 1 2. Options menu for Encrypted SMS composer.
Menu Item

Description/Action

Condition

Show only if the message
has a message body and
Send: Now

Send the message

recipient defined
Show only if the message
has a message body and

Send: Scheduled

recipient defined

Add recipient

Schedule the message

I Opens the contacts UI

Settings

Opens the settings UI

Clear message

Resets the message body

Similarly as with the Fake SMS application message selection UI, the soft key
buttons for the Encrypted SMS composer UI behave as a standard options-exit buttons,
and for the same reason as with the Fake SMS application the right soft key has the text
'back' on it instead of the text ' exit' .

Table 4. 1 3 . Soft key buttons for Encrypted SMS composer UI.
Button

Text

Description/Action

Left SK

Options

Opens the options menu

Right SK

Back

Closes the Encrypted SMS composer.

The contacts UI as well as the settings UI soft keys also behave similar to the Fake
SMS application. The navigational tables for these Uls are shown in Tables 4. 1 4 and
4. 15.
Table 4. 1 4. Soft key buttons for Encrypted SMS contacts UI.
Button

Text

Left SK

Ok

Right SK

Cancel

Description/Action

Add the selected contact as recipient to the Encrypted
SMS coposer UI.

Closes the Encrypted SMS contacts UI.
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Table 4. 1 5 . Soft key buttons for Encrypted SMS settings UI.
Button

Text

Left SK

Ok

changes made to the settings data.

Right SK

Cancel

Closes the Encrypted SMS settings UI

Description/Action

Closes the Encrypted SMS settings UI and saves the

The N-SMS with the current configurations is using the viewer components only
to view Encrypted SMS message as well as normal SMS messages. For both of the
usage scenarios the soft key buttons are options-back buttons as shown in navigational
tables.

In

both cases the UI is closed with back option, but with the Encrypted SMS

viewer the back option is behaving as the exit option would and will cause the Encrypted
SMS application to exit and move focus back to the main application, whereas with the
main application the back option will cause the message viewer UI to close and the
focus is moved back to the message selection UI.
The options menu for both of these usage scenarios are very similar, the only
difference is that with the Encrypted SMS viewer, there is an extra option 'Decrypt'
defined in the options menu. The usage scenario for the viewer is that the message is
read as it is from the message folder and the message body is shown in the viewer, then
the option 'Decrypt' is used for decrypting the message and showing the decrypted
content of the message in the message viewer.

Table 4. 16. Soft key buttons for message viewer Uis.
Button

Text

Description/Action

Left SK

Options

Opens the options menu

Right SK

Back

Closes the message viewer UI
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Table 4. 1 7. Options menu for Encrypted SMS viewer.
Menu Item

Condition

Description/Action

Forward

Opens the composer UI with the message body

Reply

recipient.

Opens the composer UI with the message
decrypts the message and shows it in the UI

Decrypt

Forward
Reply
Decrypt

Figure 4.21 Options menu for Encrypted SMS viewer

I

I

Forward
Reply

Figure 4.22 Options menu for normal SMS viewer
Table 4. 1 8. Options menu for normal SMS viewer.
Menu Item

Condition

Description/Action

Forward

Opens the composer UI with the message body

Reply

recipient.

Opens the composer UI with the message

4.3 .5 Designing Communications between N-SMS modules
The N-SMS application is built from semi-independent components, but the
software architecture chosen for the implementation is not independent components, but
according to the definitions shown in the chapter 2 it rather reassembles the call-andreturn architecture.
The modularization method for the application modules is selected to be the
document embedding. The reason behind this choice is that the document embedding
allows applications to be executed in a modal fashion, and also since it allows
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applications to be executed in a context of same thread, it also allows applications to
share all resources between them.
The communication used between the application modules is implemented using
two

interface

function:

MSoneNSMS

and

MSoneNSMSEmbedlnterface.

The

MSoneNSMS is defined as follows:
class MSoneNSMS
{
public:
virtual MSoneNSMSEmbedlnterface* GetHandler()=O;
};

The MSoneNSMS interface is implemented by the document class of the
embedded application and the purpose for this interface is that the embedding
application can request the interface for constructing required Uls by using the
GetHandler function defined in this interface. The MSoneNSMSEmbedlnterface then
implements the function for executing the Uls and is defined as follows:
class MSoneNSMSEmbedlnterface
{
public:
virtual void StartHandlerL(Tlnt aViewld)=O;
virtual void StartComposerL(Tlnt aViewld,CMsvSession*
aObserverSession,CClientMtmRegistry* aMtmReg)=O;
virtual void StartViewerL(Tlnt aViewld,CMsvSession*
aObserverSession,CClientMtmRegistry* aMtmReg,CArrayFixFlat<TMsvld>*
aArray,Tlnt aCurrent)=O;
};
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The aViewld variable defines the UI selected to be

run

and aObserverSession and

aMtmReg variables are used to access messages in the mail folder. The construction and
initialization of these two variables can take considerable amount of time, and for this
reason they are shared between application modules. These variables are owned by the
main application and should not be deleted or closed by the embedded applications. The
aArray and aCurrent variables are used by the viewer to allow users easily to view all
selected type messages available in the selected folder.
From the function defined in the MSoneNSMSEmbedlnterface, the StartHandlerL
function is used to

run

the extras components, the StartComposerL function is used for

running the composer components and the StartViewerL is used for running the viewer
components implemented in the embedded application.
Figure 4.23 shows a Sequence diagram that illustrates how the embedded
applications are executed. As can be seen from the figure, embedding application
constructs the document class of the embedded application, which then will also
constructs the application user interface class.

Main
application
d o c u m ent
c la s s
AppUi c l a s s
G et interfa c e

Create U I

I
I

Figure 4.23 Sequence diagram for running embedded application
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I
I

As seen from the figure, after constructing the document class the embedding
application asks for the MSoneNSMSEmbedlnterface interface by using the
MSoneNSMS interface implemented in the document class. Also shown

in

the figure

4.23 is that with this example application the MSoneNSMSEmbedlnterface interface is
implemented in the application user interface class.
After

retrieving

the

MSoneNSMSEmbedlnterface

interface,

embedding

application calls the appropriate function to construct the required UI for the selected
operation. The CHandlerListltem used in the function OpenHandlerL is defined as
follows:
class CHandlerListltem : public CBase
{
public:
-CHandlerListltem() { delete iName;delete iSmallicon;delete iBiglcon; } ;
CHandlerListltem() { } ;
public:
TUid

iMsgType;

Tlnt32

iBioType;

TUid

iAppUid;

Tint

iViewerld;

Tint

iComposerld;

Tint

iHandlerld;

Tint

iExtHandld;

HBufC*

iName;

CGullcon* iSmallicon;
CGullcon* iBiglcon;
};
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The iMsgType variable is used to identify the message type handled by this
application module. The value could indicate that the application could handle for
example MMS messages or SMS messages. The iBioType variable then distinguishes
the biotype (which is sub type of the message type) of the message handled by the
application.
The iAppUid variable is the UID of the application and together with the
iViewerld/ iComposerld/ iHandlerld/ iExtHandld variable will identify which handler
UI needs to be constructed by the embedded application. The iHandlerid and the
iExtHandld variables are used to run the extras components. The difference between
these two variables is that the iHandlerld would indicate that the application should have
a navigational object in the folder selection UI and the iExtHandld is used in the main
application' s message selection UI with the Extras folder.
The iName variable is used to store the name of the application to be shown in the
main application's menus and the iBiglcon will be used in the folder selection's item
list. The iSmallicon is defined to be used in the message selection UI with the extras
folder selection.
Each embedded application will only define the values for the operations it will
support and in case the embedding application is supporting multiple message types or
bio types, application would be required to implement multiple information files.
With the earlier steps in the UIF diagram it was already defined that the
application would be implemented in three separated application modules, which are:
Main application, Fake SMS application, and Encrypted SMS application.
In this stage the application structure should be identified for each application
package, so all necessary modules and their basic functionalities could be identified
accordingly. With the UIF method for modular application development it is suggested
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to use Deployment diagrams to identify different installation packages as well as the
communications issues inside the application packages.
The main application Deployment diagram package is shown in Figure 4.24. Only
components needed for this application are the main application itself and optional
amount of DLL modules.
The amount of the DLL modules depends on the implementation. Basically any
non-UI related mail folder management code could be put into a static DLL that could
be shared between different application modules. Also UI codes for the composer and
the viewer modules could be put into a polymorphic DLL to reduce the executable size
with the embedded applications.

Figure 4.24 Deployment diagram for main application

However, there are some issues that need to be addressed with the DLLs. Firstly if
there is any DLL's that embedded applications are depending on, they need to be present
in the system when these applications are executed. With this example application
design, where the embedded applications are only invoked by the main application, all
required DLLs could be installed to the system with the main application, so this issue
would not cause any problems at all.
Second issue would be the UI navigational components and other components that
require resource definitions. With different application modules, different resources are
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used for the menus and for the soft key buttons, and when designing the DLL files for
the components this issue should be taken into a consideration.
All and all the implementation could also just reuse the source files and compile
the whole implementation into the application files, then these issues would be solved,
but the choice is left to be done in the later stages of the development process, which this
chapter, nor this thesis does not cover.
The Deployment package diagram for the Encrypted SMS application is shown in
Figure 4.25. This application implements a new bio type messages, and for this reason it
is required to implement the components needed for identifying and handling the
incoming bio messages.

Bio P arser

Figure 4.25 Deployment diagram for encrypted SMS application

This functionality is handled by a bio parser component, which also requires a BIF
file to be present in the system. The BIF file is used by the system to identify bio
messages and to assign a bio identifier UID for them, and it is used to identify the
handling applications as well as the bio parser DLL implemented for the bio type. The
bio parser in this case is minimal implementation that only marks the bio message
parsed. This is due the fact that the system will automatically assign bio messages with
the right bio identifier UID while it is identified by using the information stored in the
BIF file.
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The Fake SMS application is required to schedule incoming Fake SMS messages
even while none of the applications are running. This indicates a need for a background
application which would be used to achieve this functionality. Fake SMS messages
should also be sent according to their scheduling time, whenever the phone is turned on,
also even when the application has not been started by the user. This would indicate that
the application requires to be started automatically when turning on the phone without
any user interaction.
Fake SMS messages are constructed with the Fake SMS application and sent with
the background sending application, which indicates that there should be a shared store
where the messages are stored in, so they could be accessed by both of these application
modules. The Deployment diagram package diagram for the Fake SMS application was
constructed according to reasoning above and is shown in Figure 4.26.

DB

S erver

Figure 4.26 Deployment diagram for fake SMS application

The applications structure shown in the figure 4.26 mixes two different basic
application architectures. Firstly the Client-Server architecture as identified in the
chapter 2 belongs to the Call-And-Return architectures and the second architecture used
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in the Fake SMS application is the Blackboard architecture, where the data exchanged
between the applications is stored in the shared data repository.
With this design fake SMS messages are stored in standard Symbian database
implemented as RDbNamedDatabase. This database is accessed only by one application
at any time, so no data access protection is required to be implemented.
The background SMS sending application is identified in the figure 4.26 as a
server application. Basically this module could be implemented as a standard exe
application, but since it was decided that the database is accessed by only one
application at any given time, the exe application's session based communications
scheme gives better opportunity to achieve this. This is due to the fact that with exe
applications there could be more changes that the server is accessing the database while
it is required to be shut down, with the Client-Server architecture's session based
communication scheme the client, when sending the server a shut down command, will
always wait until the server will respond, thus giving the server application time to close
the database. Figure 4.27 illustrates the activities while launching the Fake SMS
application.

C h e c k i f server i s on

S erver is o n
Close s e rve r

R e a d Data b a s e

c o n struct U l s

R u n server

Figure 4.27 Activity diagram for fake SMS application
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As seen from the figure the Fake SMS application always first checks that if the
server application is currently running, and if it is found to be, then it will use the session
based Client-Server communication to indicate to the server to close down, before
proceeding to read the database information. When exiting the Fake SMS application the
server application is

run

again. This design effectively means that no fake SMS

messages will be sent while the Fake SMS application is active.
In

Figure 4.28 an Activity diagram for the SMS sending server is shown. The

operations for the server are quite strait forward, when the server is

run,

it first finds the

first SMS message to be sent, sends it (also removes it from the database, or marks it as
sent) and search for the next SMS to be sent.

Firsd first SMS to schedule

Has time passed

Send mess a g e

N o m e s s ag e t o schedule

Sleep untill the scheduling time

Figure 4.28 Activity diagram for fake SMS Server

In

case the scheduled sending time of the fake SMS message has not passed yet,

then the server will go into the sleeping mode until the time for sending is due. The
sending process continues as long as there is any messages in the database that are not
yet sent, and when there is no more messages left in the database, the server application
will shut itself down without any user interaction.
There are no native methods for auto starting applications offered in the Symbian
OS. Symbian Ltd has though made a DLL that could be used for this purpose, however
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since it seems to be working only after all other system parts have been initialized, so it
is considerably slower than using other means.
In general the auto starting feature could be achieved by using any system module
that it loaded by the OS during the phone boot-up sequence. Widely used example of
these modules is MDL recognizers, which are designed to be used to recognize file's
MIME types, but since they are always loaded during the phones boot-up sequence, they
are often also used for the auto starting purposes.
However, there is a small issue when using the MDL recognizer for applications
auto starting purposes. The issue is that they are usually loaded in the very early stages
of the system boot-up, and it can be that not all necessary initializations for the system
servers have been done when the MDL gets loaded by the system.
For this reason the MDL recognizer should wait until the system is ready, before
proceeding on executing the application. One method that is widely used and proven to
work with the MDL auto starting, is to monitor the system and wait until the Phone
application is running, and only to execute the selected application after it is found to be
running, this functionality is illustrated in Figure 4.29.

Is p h o n e app on

Start s e rve r

Wait small time

Figure 4.29 Activity diagram for fake SMS auto start MDL
4.3.6 Conceptual class diagrams for N-SMS
The last step of the UIF method described

m

this chapter is to derive the

application structure as conceptual Class diagrams. For the example application, there
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are three separated application, so the first task is to define three standard application
structures for these applications.
Figure 4.30 shows the main structure for the mam application with three UI
containers and only the folder selection UI is handled by the application user interface
class that acts as a main controlled class. Figures 4.3 1 and 4.32 then show the
application structures for the Fake SMS and for the Encrypted SMS applications.
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Figure 4.30 Application class structure for main application
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Figure 4.3 1 Application class structure for Fake SMS application
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Figure 4.32 Application class structure for Encrypted SMS application

The second task in this step is to design the conceptual Class diagrams for the UI
container classes and to add all necessary components defined in the second level

UIF

diagrams into them. As can be seen from the application conceptual Class diagrams, all
of the applications have application and document classes, these classes are often
implementing only with minimal required functions and thus can be omitted from the
detailed designs. This is case with the main application as well, and thus the Class
diagram designing is started with the application user interface class. As it is shown in
the figure 4.30, the main application has three container UI classes owned by the
application user interface class, and that the application user interface class is also
implementing the MApaEmbeddedDocObserver interface for the Fake and for the
Encrypted SMS applications.
As identified earlier the folder selection UI only has one main component defined
in it, and it is used for showing the messaging folders and message handlers. The two
identified function in the class are used to set and get the currently selected folder. This
functionality is needed for selecting the functionality associated with the selected folder
or handler, and it is also used to identify the last selected option when switching back to
this UI.
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-CTimeOutTimer* iTimer
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-CAknSW;leLai;eStyleListBox * iBox
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•GetSelected( aSelFolder)
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•GetHandlers(aHandlers)
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1
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- CAknDoubleGraphicStyleListBox* iBox
- CAknTab* iFolderTabs
• Consti:uct( aSelFolder )
• GetCunentType(aSelFolder , aType)
•GetSelected(aA.rray, aSelected, aType)

Figure 4.33 Main application: Conceptual Class diagrams

The mail selection UI has also one list box for showing the data the users, and it
also has a navigation panel tab to show the current folders icon. The functions identified
for this class are used to get and set the selected folder. The GetCurrentType function is
also used to retrieve currently selected message type. The type needs to be identified for
disabling menu item according to the handler information as well as it is used to retrieve
arrays containing the message

ID

for the given type of the message for viewing

purposes.
The Settings UI is minimal implementation, where the class owns a pointer to the
standard setting list box and has functions to set and retrieve the settings data. The
settings reading as well as saving the settings data is then handled in the application user
interface class.
The CMsvSession and the CClientMTMRegistry components that are required for
accessing the MTM entries stored are constructed and owned by the application user
interface class. These variables are used for reading the messages from the messaging
folders as well as for writing new messages and for modifying these messages. These
two variables are also used by the Fake SMS and by the Encrypted SMS applications.
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The only exception within the example application which does not utilize these variables
is the Fake SMS server application. The reason why it can not use these variables is that
it is required to run in its own process.
As discussed earlier the CSplashcontainer UI is used with the timer to show the
company logo to the users when the application is started. The handlers array will
contain the handler information read from the embedded information files and all Uis
can request the information by using the GetHandlers function defined in this class.
Figure 4.34 shows the conceptual Class diagram for the Fake SMS application and
as can be seen from the figure, the application' s document class is also modeled in it.
The reason for this is that the document class is implementing the MSoneNSMS
interface, which is used to retrieve the MSoneNSMSEmbedlnterface interface
implemented in the application user interface class.
As identified earlier the message selection UI only has one component defined in
it, and it is used for showing the selected messages to the user. The function identified to
be needed in it is used to retrieve the currently selected message, so the application user
interface class could open it with the composer UI.
The application user interface class for the example application does not have
CMsvSession or CClientMTMRegistry objects defined in it, this is due to the fact that
this application does not handle SMS messages stored in the standard messaging folders,
but just handles the SMS message stored in its own messaging store implemented as a
database.
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MSoneNSMS

MSoneNSMSEmbedinte:rface
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CNSMSDoc

CFakeAppUi
1

- RDbNamedDatabase iDatabase

1 - CFakeSMSSeuion* iSession
- SeekA:nd.CloseSe:rvel()
- StartSe:rvel()
1
1

CMessageSelector
- CAknDoubleGraphicStyleListBox* iBox
- CSMSComposel* iComposer
+GetSelected(aSelected)

Figure 4.34 Fake SMS : Conceptual Class diagram
The CFakeSMSSession variable is used to construct a session objects for
communicating with the Fake SMS server application. The two functions defined in this
class are used for handling the shutting down and

runn

ing the Fake SMS server

application, and as it can be seen from the figures these functions are private functions
and are only accessed inside the user interface class.
The Class diagram for the Encrypted SMS application shown in the figure 4.35
only includes the document class implementing the MSoneNSMS interface as well as
the application user interface class. Similarly the Fake SMS application the SMS
composer component is not included in the diagrams, the reason is that the component is
thought to be a fully independent component, and thus is drawn into the separated
diagram. The composer component is still included in the class diagrams
variable. The same reasoning is used with the SMS viewer component.
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MSoneNSMSEmbedlnterfa.ce

I

I

CNSMSDoc:
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-CSMSVi.ewe:r* iVi.ewer
-CSMSCompose:r* iComposer
-CMsvSession* iSession
-CCli.entMtmR.egisby* i.Registry

Figure 4.35 Encrypted SMS : Conceptual Class diagram

The other two components: the CMsvSession and the CClientMTMRegistry are
owned by the main application and will be set when the main application opens any of
the Uis using the functions defined in the MSoneNSMSEmbedinterface interface.
The SMS viewer Component's conceptual Class diagram is shown in Figure 4.36,
and since this component only implements one UI, it also implements only one class.
Within this class the CAknTab component is used to show the label containing
information about the amount of the messages to be displayed and the index of the
currently viewed message. The functions defined in the class diagram are used to set and
retrieve the currently selected message.

CSMSVi.ewer
- Hbufl:* i.Rec:ipient
- HBufl:* iMessage
-CAknTab* iLabel
• GetText(aRec:ipient, aMemage)
• SetText(aRec:ipient, aMemage)

Figure 4.36 Viewer Component: Conceptual Class diagram

Figure 4.37 shows the conceptual Class diagram for the SMS composer
component. This component is only accessed by the other components through the
CSMSComposer class.
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- CAk:nSe.archF"ield* iSe.archFiled
•GetSelected(aSelected )

Figure 4.3 7 Composer Component: Conceptual Class diagram

The CSettingsView and the CContactsView Uis can only be directly accessed by
the CSMSComposer UI. The reason for this arrangement is to keep the component's
internal implementation as independent as possible, thus allowing changes to be made to
it in later stages, without them having any effects on the components requiring services
from the SMS composer component.
The CSMSComposer class has two editors defined in it, and they are used to
construct the SMS message, the two functions defined for the class are used to set and
retrieve the message shown in the CSMSComposer UI. The

Settings UI's

implementation is similar to the settings UI's implementation with the main application.
So it only has one list box for showing the settings selection and two functions to get and
set the settings values. The Contacts UI has two components defined in it: one list box is
for showing the contacts information, and one search field is for searching within the
contacts shown in the list box. The only function for this class defined is used to retrieve
the selected contacts information.
The conceptual Class diagrams for the Fake SMS server application are shown in
the figure 4.3 8. This application is standard Symbian server exe application, thus is not
implementing any application, document or application user interface classes nor it is
not implementing any UI classes. The two classes required for the servers are the session
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St. Gabriel's Librarv. Au

class and the server class. The Session class is used to communicate between clients and
the servers, and there could be multiple session objects with one server application.

I
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I

I

H

I

1l
CFakeSlYISServer
-CTim.eOutTim.er* iTim.er
1
-ClYlsvSession* iSession
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+
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..
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o. ..•

•

SbJ.tDownTheServerL()

SbJ.tDownNowL()

Figure 4.38 Fake server: Conceptual Class diagram

With the UI applications, the CMsvSession and the CClientMTMRegistry
components are constructed by the main application and then used by the SMS handler
applications. With the server application this arrangement is not possible, since it is
executed in separated process, and should be fully operational, even when the main
application is not running. For this reason these two variables are constructed by the
server every time it is executed.
The timer is used for waiting the SMS message scheduling times as shown in the
figure 4.28 and the database object is used to access the database shared with the Fake
SMS application and the server. The only function defined in the server is used to tell
the server application to shut itself down. This function is called from the
ShutDownTheServerL function implemented in the session class.
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CFakeSMSAutoSta.rter
-CTi:meOutTi:mer* iTi:mer
- CFakeSMSSession* iSession
+ Check!fPhoneAJ?.PlsO:n()

Figure 4.39 Fake MDL: Conceptual Class diagram

The last component to model in this step is the auto starting MDL for auto-starting
the Fake SMS server application. The implementation for it is considerably simple, the
class needs to be derived from the CApaDataRegobnizerType class and it is required to
implement the required recognizer functions. With the implementation these functions
are left empty and thus whenever the OS asks this class to recognize files, these
functions are returning empty results.
The timer variable is used to wait while the system is booting-up. When the timer
expires it will call the only function defined in the class for checking the status of the
Phone application, whether it is running or not. In case it is not found, the timer is
started again and only when the phone application is found, the session object will be
constructed. By constructing the session object the Fake SMS application is also
executed and constructed, thus, right after constructing the session object it can be
deleted and the recognizer can exit.
4.4

Conclusions
With the modular UIF modeling method applications modules are designed using

independent or semi-independent components, this allows development of different
modules to be managed separately for each separate application module. Thus the
modular UIF method allows parallel development, which offers a possibility to reduce
the time-to-market of the applications.
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The modular designing also further increases possibilities for reuse. With the UIF
method for standalone application proposed in Chapter 3 each individual UI design
could potentially be reused in other proj ects, and modular designs also each independent
or semi-independent component could be reused either internally in the project or with
other projects with similar requirements.
The modular designing, if used in a way that the application modules are made
fully independent for their operations, also allows applications to be distributed
separately, thus the size of individual distribution packages can be made smaller.
This feature could be crucial for some delivery channels that restrict the packet
sizes sent through them. This type of modular designing also allows more choices on
selecting the feature sets deployed to different markets,

as

well

as

users could be given

better choice on selecting which application parts and functionalities they want to install
into their devices.
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V. OPTIMIZING APPLICATION PERFORMANCE

Chapters 3 and 4 introduced and explained the usage of the

UIF

method on

designing application Uis with Smart Phone applications, and they also illustrated how
the structure of the application can then be derived from these UI descriptions. In this
chapter the focus is moved on to improving the user interaction of the application by
optimizing some aspects of the applications performance.
As shown in the chapter 2 there are many different methods available for
application performance modeling. The SPE method illustrated in the figure 2. 1
illustrates the principles of how the modeling methods are used to evaluate the software
system's performance.
As seen from the figure, the use of these methods starts by constructing a
behavioral model of the application. The behavioral model consists of diagrams that
define the behavior of the system. For example the behavioral models could include
UML Activity and State diagrams. These behavioral model diagrams are then
transformed to the performance model using transformation algorithm specific for the
performance model. Chapter 2 also introduced some of the widely used performance
modeling methods including Queuing Networks and Different Petri Net solutions. The
performance evaluation for the SPE when using these graphical models is derived by
using mathematical methods such as SPA, which is also introduced in the chapter 2.
There are also several approaches for building the behavioral models with the
standard UML diagrams, by enhancing them with additional timing information. An
example methodology using this approach is introduced in [30] and is also discussed in
the chapter 2. With this approach the performance evaluation is conducted using the
semi-Markov process on UML Activity diagrams that are enhanced with timing
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information. With these kinds of methods the required behavioral model is commonly
implemented using

UML

State, Activity and other standard UML diagrams describing

the system behavioral aspects.
An issue with these traditional performance evaluation methods is that they
generally only concentrate on evaluating the system execution speed, and do not use any
other system performance metrics for the performance evaluation purposes. With the
Smart Phone devices the execution speed is an important factor, due to the fact that
these devices commonly have a significantly slower CPU than standard PCs have.
Typical Smart Phone device also has limited amounts of other resources as well, from
which the most important limitation after system execution speed is the limited amount
of the RAM memory available in the device.
Commonly, some performance in terms of the system execution speed can be
gained by reserving more memory. This would be a case when some object is accessed
multiple times, and by keeping them in the memory; the system would not need to
construct them every time they are needed, thus saving time on each additional access to
them after the first application.
With the devices that have large amounts of the

RAM

memory this approach

would be very usable method to boost the application execution speed, but with the
Smart Phone devices the

RAM

resources are more limited, and for this reason devices

in the Smart Phone domain require a method which with the system memory could also
be evaluated to assure that the application will not consume excessive amounts of
memory when optimizing its execution speed.
In this chapter a method for optimizing the application performance for UI flows
is presented, the method introduced here has been published in [4 7] . The method does
not evaluate all aspects of the software systems performance, but is concentrating on
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evaluation the application speed and the memory consumption while switching between
Uis in the application.
The reason behind this is that the purpose of the method is to optimize the
structural design of the application and its user interaction in terms of UI switching,
concentrating on both application execution speed and its

RAM

usage. Any

performance evaluation for the tasks inside the Uis should be conducted afterwards to
verify their performance as well, and, as stated earlier, it would be very important that
system resource usage along with system execution speed while conducting these
performance evaluations will be taken account. These performance evaluation aspects
are outside of the scope of this thesis ands thus are not further discussed in this
document.
The overview of the method is shown in Figure 5. 1 . The method extends the UIF
method introduced in the chapters 3 and 4 and derives the system performance from the
UML conceptual Class diagrams alongside with the UIF diagrams constructed for the
application under analysis and design phases as explained in the chapter 3 and 4.

...
,.

S oftware Spe cification
UIF Model
UML Class Diagram

....
P e:rformance Evaluation
fee dback

..I,.

Results and Interpretion

Figure 5. 1 .UIF Software performance modeling

The introduced method does not require behavioral models to be constructed with
Activity, State or any other standard UML diagrams. Instead the performance
evaluation is conducted using UIF diagrams alongside with the UML Class diagrams.
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Thus when compared to the methods shown in chapter 2, which require detailed
behavioral designs to be made before any performance assessment can be handled, with
this method the performance evaluation can be conducted earlier in the SDLC.
The performance evaluation method introduced in this chapter also takes account
of the system execution speed as well as the system memory usage in its performance
evaluations calculations.
5.1

User interaction optimization with UIF method
The performance evaluation process described in this chapter is executed after the

application structural design phase introduced in the chapters 3 and 4 has ended. The
starting point for the performance evaluation is the UML Class diagrams derived from
the second level UIF diagrams alongside with these second level UIF diagrams. The
evaluation process is divided into activity steps that are illustrated in the figure 5.2

U I F method for modular/stan d alone applications

UIF diagra m s
UML class diagrams

Identify all flow-paths

Re-evalu ate
Evaluate construction nows

Evaluate destruction flows

Need optimization

R e-design class d i agrams

Result Optimized class d i a grams

Figure 5.2 Activity steps for performance evaluation
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5 . 1 . 1 Identifying flow paths between Uis
The first step on the performance evaluation process is to identify all flows that
are needed for the user interaction while switching between different Uis in the
application. The purpose of this step is to identify all possible destruction and
construction sequences executed while switching between different Uis during normal
operations of the application.
To identify each flow, all flows are assigned with a unique number. The main
purpose for the numbering is just to identify the flows, thus the order of the numbering
is not important, but for consistency the flow number 1 should be the application entry
flow. Important issue to recognize with the UI flows is that application entry and the
application exit flows usually act alone, and that the flows used when switching
between different Uis consist of at least two flows, first being the destruction flow from
the current UI and the second being the construction flow for the new UI.
With the UIF flow diagram, the flows could also be drawn to go through a third
UI in the UIF diagram, this is basically just a modeling issue and the middle UI will not
be required to be included into the calculations of the flow. The reason being that in the
real application usage, during the UI switch, the middle UI will not be constructed at all,
and thus it does not impose any effect on the flow's performance values.
5 . 1 .2 Identifying construction tasks
The second step of the performance evaluation process is to identify all
construction tasks for each identified UI flow sequence. The purpose of this step is to
identify performance issues concerning construction sequences of each

UI

in the UIF

diagrams in terms of required construction time and the memory reserved during the
construction task as well as the memory reserved by the object after the object has been
fully constructed.
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Important issue in this step is that the method solely concentrates on the
performance evaluation of UI flows, and for this reason all of the objects which are
constructed during the operations inside the UI do not need to be included into the
performance evaluation calculations at this point. All performance issues concerning the
UI tasks that are not included in this method, should be handled afterwards. The
proposed time to execute these tasks is after the activity, state and other required UML
diagrams are constructed for the tasks.
The identification is done by analyzing the member objects in the class and their
construction time behavior. The goal is to find out which objects are required to be
constructed in the UI class before it can be used by the user, and which ones of these
objects will require extensive amounts of CPU time or memory resources during the
construction. Also as stated before the memory reserved by the fully constructed object
also needs to be estimated, so it can be taken account in the memory usage calculations.
The objects that are identified to be included into the calculations are called critical
components and the objects, which do not require extensive amount of CPU time or
memory resources during and after their construction sequence, are called non-critical
component.
Another important issue in this step is that some components will require some
additional steps after their construction is finalized, that could also be needed to be
included into the performance evaluation calculations. The typical scenario where this
happens is that the UI class has a component that is required to load some sort of data
before it can be utilized in the UI. One good example of these types of components is
images. The image object construction, in most cases takes less time and requires less
memory, than loading the actual image to it.
The image loading could also require data conversion, for example, from jpg to
viewable bitmap format. This conversion requires some calculations and depends on the
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target device, can potentially take few seconds. Also the image objects can require
extensive amounts of memory, for example, standard VGA size image with 24 bit/pixel
requires 922 Kb of memory when fully loaded into the bitmap format. Due these
reasons images and other such data based objects required by the UI' s for normal
operations, should therefore be included into the performance evaluation calculations.
This step of the performance evaluation process should be handled by experienced
designer/analyst, who has good knowledge of the target domain as well as SDK
components used for constructing the application.
In calculation the worst case values for each flow should be used. The reason for
using the worst case values, instead of average, for example, is that this method is used
to evaluate the application UI switching performance and purpose of it is to make sure
that the application performs accordingly in all times when used in target device. And as
stated in the chapter 2 by using the worst case values the evaluation illustrates the worst
possible performance during the UI switching and thus if the values can be seen as
acceptable, it can be assumed that the UI switch will have satisfactory performance.
The estimation of the values could be based on past experiences on similar
designs in the same application domain, or it could be based on values indicated in the
documentations of the class. In case the values could not be evaluated by estimation,
they could also be measured from the prototype implementations. The Series 60
platform as well as other Symbian platforms include wide selection of examples in their
SDKs, which could be used as a base for the prototyping. There are also quite few open
source projects available on the internet that could be used for this purpose, thus
prototyping could potentially be rather fast to be done.
Also the prototyped implementations should always be constructed in a way that
the implementation could be reused in the final application design. This

is

mainly for

two reasons: firstly, by reusing the implementation no resources are wasted, and
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secondly, so that the actual implementation corresponds to the evaluated design, and no
surprises on the performance will arise with the finalized application.
Since the performance evaluation method is used in this stage to identify the
critical components, the prototyping also gives a change to compare different
implementations in early stages of the application development, so the best suited
approach for the application performance could be selected already in this stage.
5 . 1 .3 Identifying destruction tasks
The third step of the performance evaluation process is to identify all destruction
tasks for each identified UI flow sequence. The purpose of this step is to identify time
and memory requirements for destruction sequences for the each UI flow, to be used in
performance evaluation calculations.
As with the previous step this step is started by identifying the critical components
inside the UI classes. Similar to the previous step, this step also requires good
knowledge of the target domain and development environment components used in the
application, and for this reason this step should also be handled by experienced
analyst/designer.
Since most of the deletion tasks of the standard SDK components are simply free
operations, where the memory is simply marked as deleted, they can be omitted from
the calculations. The critical components identified in this step usually components
requiring long time for the initialization or for their normal operations.
With these objects the time value used in calculations is the time required for
canceling the initialization of the object or worst time value for canceling any operation
performed with the object in applications normal usage. Some components
initializations or operations could also be non-cancelable, and in these cases the
required time for operation/initialization is used as a cancellation time.
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Another issue that needs to be identified in this step is the saving of the
application data. The process of saving the application data usually requires time, and
also can reserve memory, and in some cases it could also require additional objects to be
constructed for saving the data.
5. 1 .4 Re-design class diagrams
The fourth step of the performance evaluation process is to re-design the
application structure in a way that the overall performance in term of UI flows would be
improved. The purpose of the this step is to re-arrange UI components in a way that the
overall performance of the UI flows during the application normal usage, in terms of
application execution speed and the memory usage, would be optimized for the target
device.
The basic idea is to re-arrange the critical components in a way that their time
consuming construction and destruction tasks are executed as few times as possible
during the application normal usage. Usually this means grouping the critical
components under a class that is present most of the application's life time.
This arrangement helps to reduce the time needed for the UI flow, but the
negative side effect is that this arrangement consumes extra amounts of the RAM
memory. Due to the limitations of the RAM memory in the Smart Phone devices, in
some cases the best possible execution speed cannot be achieved, but certain
compromises are required to be made to save the RAM resources.
Another negative side effect is that the component re-arrangements done in this
step also reduces the reusability of the UI classes. As it was said in the previous
chapters, each UI is thought as an independent component that holds and owns all of the
components and supports Uis it requires for its operations, and since the class forms
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fully functioning entity by itself, the original Class diagrams were very well suited for
reusing the UI classes in another project.
After the re-arrangements, some of the components required by the UI are not
included in the UI class definition anymore, and since they are not included in the UI
class definition, the UI also have lost the ownership to these components.
In optimized version the critical components are used through interfaces or other
public member functions offered by the class holding and owning the components. This
means that if the optimized UI classes are reused in other projects, the designs need to
take into account on designing where the critical components should be stored and how
they are used in the new application.
5. 1 .5 Re-Evaluate the system performance
The last step of the performance evaluation process is to re-evaluate the UI flow
performance of the application. The purpose of this step is to verify that the
optimization process has improved the performance into the level expected and also that
the changes made to the application structure will not impose any new problems into the
UI flows.
The re-evaluation basically means repeating the steps for construction tasks (step
2) and destruction tasks (step 3) for each UI flow again, and evaluating the values for
each flow with the optimized application class diagrams.
New problems that could arise from the optimizations would include, for
example, extensive memory usage for the application, or that the re-arrangement caused
one (usually application entry flow) or some of the flows to require extensive amounts
of CPU time to complete, thus making the application respond too slowly during some
of the UI switches.
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In the case of extensive CPU usage with the application entry flow, there are
multiple choices which could be used to improve the application user interaction
experience. Firstly, application could include a splash screen that is shown to the users
while the construction tasks take place. The splash screen usually is used to show the
developers name as well as the application name, thus effectively it could also be used
as an advertisement of the company developing the application to create awareness of
the developer among the users.
Secondly, the construction task needed for the first UI could be handled first, so
the first UI could be shown to the users in minimal time. Thus the entry flow would take
only the same time as with the original design. In case the re-arrangement moved the
critical components of the first UI, then the usage of this UI in other than for the entry
flow would be also optimized.
With this arrangement the navigational objects for the other Uls would only be
enabled, when the critical components they require are fully constructed. Important
issue with this arrangement is that the application exit flow still depends on the values
of the slowest critical component.
The third option would be to re-arrange some of the critical components back to
the original classes to improve the slow entry flow performance.
In case of extensive RAM usage only the third option is applicable and in it some
of the critical components should be re-arranged back to their original classes to meet
the goals for memory consumption.
5.2

Example on optimizing user interaction with UIF method
The example shown in this chapter is a real-world application made for a mobile

phone distributor in Thailand. The purpose of the application is to offer a simple
interface for users to share pictures in the internet server.
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It

also allows taking new

images with handset's own camera and modifying the images before uploading them to
the internet server. The UML Use Case diagram constructed from the application
requirements is shown in Figure 5.3.

<<server>>

Figure 5.3. Use Case diagram.
5 .2. 1 Identifying flow paths between Uis
As identified in the Use Case diagram the application is designed to have four
main Uis:
- UI for image selection,
- UI for taking new images with the devices camera,
- UI for modifying the images, and
- UI for establishing the connection to the internet server as well as for the
uploading of the images to the internet server.

In this chapter explanations on how UIF diagrams as well as the class diagrams
for the example application derived are omitted, but still the second level UIF diagram
shown in Figure 5.4 as well as the conceptual Class diagrams shown in this chapter,
were derived using the method described in the chapter 3 . As for the first step in the
UIF performance evaluation process all flows are assigned with a unique flow number,
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the result of this task can be seen from the Figure 5.4, where all of the UI flows are
uniquely numbered to identify them for later steps.
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Figure 5.4. Second Level UIF diagram.
5.2.2 Identifying construction tasks
The main application structure for the example application is shown in Figure 5.5.
The structure is very similar as with the example application shown in the chapter 3 and
it derived similarly from the second level UIF diagram.
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Figure 5.5. Main application structure Class diagram.
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As can be seen from the figure 5.5, application user interface class acts as a main
controller that owns and handles all of the UI classes. Since this class instance is present
most of the applications life time, it is the natural choice for storing the critical
components, while re-arranging them in later steps of the UIF method.
Figure 5.6 shows the conceptual

UML Class diagram for the camera container.

From it the critical components for the construction sequence were identified as:
iBitmap, iPlayer, and CCameraManager.
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Figure 5 . 6. Class diagram for Camera Container

The time needed for constructing the iBitmap object is minimal. Also the memory
requirements during the construction period and after it are also minimal for this
component. The reason why the usage of this class needs to be evaluated is that as
stated earlier the loading of the image data into the object usually requires considerable
substantial amounts of memory and can potentially also consume extensive amounts of
CPU time. However in this class the image memory reservation is handled by the
camera manager when taking the snapshot. This is clearly not construction time event,
so in this case it can be left out from the performance evaluation calculations .
The second critical component is the iPlayer, it also reserves minimal amount of
memory during its construction, but it could potentially take around 1 to 2 seconds until
the sound clip is ready to play, and for this reason it should be included in construction
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tasks evaluation calculations. For this class the construction of the iPlayer component is
handled in the background by the operating system. The sound file is also only played
during image capture process, which again is not a construction time event. Thus it can
be concluded that the iPlayer component can also be left out from the performance
evaluation calculations.
The last critical component in this class is the CCameraManager. By looking into
the documentation of this class, it was determined that it has no cancellation options for
the initialization process or for the image capturing process.
To determine the values for this obj ect it was decided that it needs to be evaluated
by prototyping the implementation. And to save implementation time the prototype
implementation for the class can also be used in the actual implementation. The
prototype implementation was constructed by reusing an example camera server
application available in the Series 60 SDK. The timing infonnation was measured by
using RDebug: :Profile API as described in [35], and the memory usage of the class was
monitored using UserHal : :Memoryinfo APL
The devices used in the measurements included Nokia 3660 phone for the
Symbian OS 6. 1 and Nokia 76 1 0 for the Symbian OS 7.0s, all measurements were
repeated 50 times, and the measured results are shown in Tables 5 . 1 , 5 .2 and 5 . 3 .

Table 5 . 1 . Construction times for CCameraManager object (seconds).

Phone
3660
76 1 0

Fastest
2.875
0.484

Slowest
3. 125
0.687
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Averaee
2.926
0.5 1

Table 5 .2. Memory consumption values for CCameraManager (bytes).

Phone
3660
76 10

Smallest
4096
8 1 920

Hiizhest
8 192
106496

Averae;e
8424 1

Table 5 . 3 . Image capturing times for CCameraManager (seconds).

Phone
3 660
7610

Fastest
0.609
0.6 1 1

Slowest
0.922
0.664

Avera1te
0.701
0.622

As it can be seen from the tables 5 . 1 and 5 .2, the time requirements for
constructing the CCameraManager for different operating system versions are very
different. This is due to the fact that the whole implementation for the camera
operations was changed between the OS versions 6. 1 and 7.0s.
The client side code used here is built using the same code and even the same
executable file. The executable file was build by using 1 .2 SDK for OS 6 . 1 devices. The
native camera implementation for the OS 7.0s phones is using a CCamera based
implementation and when using the camera server based implementation, the CCamera
implementation is used through wrapper functionalities .
If the application would have been designed only to work with the OS 7.0s
phones, the implementation would have needed to be changed to correspond to the
camera implementation native to O S 7.0s devices, this is due to the fact that wrappers
cause extra delays and also could potentially require some additional memory when
used. But since the target devices for the application included also Symbian Series 60
devices with the OS 6 . 1 , and it was desirable to only implement one version of the
application that would also work with the Series 60 devices with the OS 7.0s, the
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implementation was decided to use the camera server implementation and to optimize
the CCameraManager usage in the application.
From the values it could also be determined, that if the implementation would be
made to work only with the OS 7.0s devices, the CCameraManager could also be
classified as non-critical component. This is partly due to the high memory consumption
for its construction task, but mainly due to the rather short construction time. But since
this application also targets the OS 6.1 devices, and the values for this platform are very
different, it needs to be classified as a critical component that needs to be re-arranged
for better performance.
Also as can be seen from the table 5.2, the average memory consumption for the
3660 in the CCameraManager construction is not marked. This is due to the fact that it
was determined that the first-time usage of the CCameraManager right after starting up
the phone always consumes 8 1 92 bytes of memory, and each ensuing time always
consumes 4096 bytes.
The memory consumption of the image capturing process is caused mainly by the
generated image buffer. In this example application images taken by the devices camera
are VGA resolution images with 24 bits/pixel colors, so the memory consumed by the
image is determined to be 922 Kb.
Figure 5.7 shows the conceptual
With this

UI

class only

UI

UML

Class diagram for the Image Selector

UI.

component needed is a list box for showing images to the

user. The images shown in the list box are actually not the real images stored in the
phones memory, but actually just smaller size thumbnails of them.
The thumbnail generation is handled by the devices native image handling
application, and for images that do not have a thumbnail associated with them a default
thumbnail will be used. The critical component for this

UI

is the CFolderReader

component, which is used to read the images from the devices image folder.
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Figure 5.7. Class diagram for Selector container.

The construction tasks required by the list box and the CFolderReader were
detennined not to require extensive CPU time nor do they require extensive amounts of
the RAM memory at any point. For this reason the list box was detennined to be noncritical component and is not needed to be included into the perfonnance evaluation
calculations. However the CFolderReader needs to read image files and to load their
thumbnails before this UI can be used in nonnal operations, and for this reason the
CFolderReader is detennined to be critical component that needs to be included in the
perfonnance evaluation calculations.
The Image Container' s conceptual Class diagram is shown in the figure 5. 8, and
the components that need to

be

evaluated

for it

are

identified

CFrameContainer, CimageUtils and iPicture.
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Figure 5.8. Class Diagram for Image container.
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as

follows:

The CFrameContainer is very similar to the Selector container, and contains an
instance of the CFolderReader and one list box in it. Since the CFrameContainer is
needed for the operations inside the UI, rather than in its usage, there would be two
ways to handle its construction. First would be to handle its construction when
constructing the UI class, and just disabling the navigational options for it during its
construction sequence.
The

second

option

would

be

to

re-arrange

the

CFrameContainer

or

CFolderReader' s read results in a way that they are only read ones. The choice depends
on the user interaction requirements, and if the framing of the images is thought to be
important enough, and the time required for constructing is determined to be extensive
for its usage, then it should be re-arranged to achieve better performance in the user
interaction.
For the CimageUtils all member variables are constructed when they are used
during the normal operations in the UI class, thus they are not constructed during the
construction sequence of the Image Container UI. For this reason the CimageUtils
component does not need to be included in the performance evaluation calculations.
As with the iBitmap component in the Camera container the construction for the
iPicture object takes only minimal amount of time and does not require extensive
amount of the RAM memory. But before the Image Container UI can be used for the
normal operations, the selected image needs to be loaded into the iPicture object. The
opening and loading of the image requires extensive CPU time (loading file to the
memory & conversion between different formats such as jpg, gif etc. to the internal
bitmap format) and the image loaded into the iPicture object also requires considerably
amounts of the RAM memory during and after loading it. For this reason the iPicture
can be determined to be critical component for this UI class.
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The time and the memory needed for loading the image depends on the type, size
and color depth of the image - for the example application used here it is assumed that
the image is taken with the phone 's own camera, which will result the images to be 24
bit/pixel in color and the size of 640x480 pixels. The images taken by the target devices
camera are also saved as standard .jpg images. From the infonnation presented it can
concluded that the loaded image consumes 922 Kb of memory.
The estimated values for the CFolderReader can be used in both in the Image and
in the Selector Container perfonnance evaluation calculations . With the CFolderReader
the consumed CPU time and the required RAM memory for reading the folders depend
on the amount of files needed to be processed. The sub-tasks consuming the time for the
folder reader are as follows:
The time spent on reading the files in the folder;
The time spent on recognizing the fonnat of the files, and
The time spent on loading the thumbnail used in the list boxes.

The memory reserved by the CFolderReader depends on the number of files
selected to be shown in the list boxes. A small amount is needed for showing the
filename and a considerably larger amount for the thumbnail associated with the image
file.
For the CFolderReader both the required construction time and the memory
reserved by it can be evaluated by estimating the average number of files processed
during the task, and measuring the values by prototyping the solution.
For the application' s CFolderReader implementation, an example application
called File List was used to prototype the solution. The File List example application is
freely available from the Forum Nokia and the implementation is also allowed to be
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used in commercial applications, thus it was also possible to reuse the implementation
directly in the final application.
The image loading depends also on the media where the images are stored in. As
with most of the Series 60 phones, both phones used for the prototyping in this chapter
have some internal storage disk and a removable MMC card. The internal storage disk
is usually considerable faster than the MMC card, so for the prototyping tests all images
are read from the MMC card only. With the prototype 20 images were stored in the
MMC card image folder and the values for reading them were measured similarly as
with the measurements with the Camera Container.
The results for the measurements are shown in Table 5.4. From the measurements
it was also calculated that reading the folder takes around 8% of the total read-time and
from the rest, 42% of the time was spent on recognizing the file types and 48% for
loading the thumbnail associated with the image file. Memory consumption for one
thumbnail was calculated to be 3 . 3 kb .

Table 5 .4 Image folder reading times (seconds)

Phone

Fastest

Slowest

Average

3660
7610

2.297
1 .484

2.828
1.979

2.687
1.702

The image opening times were measured by loading the standard VGA size image
taken with the phone' s camera from the MMC card.

As with the all other

measurements in this chapter the loading tests were repeated 5 0 times, and the results
for image loading are shown in Table 5 . 5
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Table 5 .5 . Image opening times (seconds)

Phone

3660
7610

Fastest

Avera2e

Slowest

1.594
0.78 1

2. 109
1.03 1

1 .712
0.915

Figure 5.9 shows the conceptual Class diagram for the Send Container UI. The
main components as can be seen from the figure are identified as: iSaver, iSelector,
CTCPEngine, iDialog, iUserName, and iPassWord.
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Figure 5 .9 . Class diagram for Send Container

The iSaver component is used to convert the bitmap image to standard JPG
picture before sending it to the server, and since it is needed only when sending the
image to the server, it will be constructed always only after the user has supplied the
username and the password and selected to send the selected image to the internet
server. For this reason it can be omitted from the performance evaluation calculations.
The iSelector component is used to select the internet access point (IAP) to be
used when establishing the connection to the internet server. As with the iSaver
component, it is only used after the user has started to connect to the internet server and
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therefore only constructed during connection establishment task. And for this reason it
can also be left out from the performance evaluation calculations. Similarly the
CTCPEngine is only required after selecting the IAP, so with the same reason it can
also be left out from the calculations.
The iDialog component is used to show the progress of the connection
establishment as well as the progress of sending the image, and therefore only needed
when establishing the connection, and for this reason it can also be left out from the
performance evaluation calculations.
The last two UI components the iUserName and the iPassWord are used for user
input to supply the usemame and the password for the service. They are the only main
components that are required for the user interaction and thus they are required to be
included in the evaluation. Both of these components are standard SDK components and
from the past experience it can concluded that their construction tasks takes only
minimal amounts of the time and reserves only very small amounts of the

RAM

memory.
From the information shown here, it can be concluded that the Send Container's
construction sequence is already optimized and will not require any re-arrangements for
its components to improve the UI flow performance of the application.

5 .2.3 Identifying destruction tasks
As aforementioned in this chapter most of the destruction tasks are simple free
operations where the memory is marked as deleted, and thus they do not require
extensive amounts of CPU processing time nor do they require extensive amounts of the
RAM

memory for their operations. For these reasons the main focus on this step is on

the components that require cancellation time for their initialization or their operations
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as well as on the application or used data that would b e required to be saved before
exiting the UL
For this reason the iBitmap component in the Camera Container UI can be
omitted from the performance evaluation calculations. The iPlayer component can
potentially require cancellation. This would be the case when exiting the Camera
Container UI while playing the audio file with the iPlayer component. Since the file is
played only when starting to capture high resolution images with the CCameraManager,
and basing on the past experience of author, it can be concluded that the cancellation
takes less time than the cancellation of the CCameraManager itself, so it is also safe to
omit the iPlayer component from the calculations.
This leaves the CCameraManager to be the only critical components, which needs
to be included in the performance evaluation calculation with the Camera Container UL
The main problem with this component is that is does not have a cancellation option for
any of its operations nor for its initialization. This means that when the construction is
started for this component, it needs to complete, before the obj ect is destroyed. And also
when capturing images with the CCameraManager, the UI needs to wait till the image is
fully captured and ready before releasing the CCameraManager obj ect. This means that
maximum time for destruction time with the Camera Container UI during its
construction is the construction time of the CCameraManager component and during
operations, the time needed for the image-capturing task.
With the Camera Container there is no need to save any data. In case the captured
image is selected to be used it can be copied to the Image Container by deleting the
current iPicture obj ect in the Image Container and assigning a pointer value of the
captured image to it. Then of course the iBitmap object should not be deleted, but
merely assigned to NULL value, right after assigning the Image Container' s iPicture
object with iBitmap's value.
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With the Image Selector UI the deletion task for the list box is simple free
operation and can be omitted from the calculations. The only critical component in this
UI is the CFolderReader, which needs to be cancelled during the construction sequence.

The cancellation is only necessary when the CFolderReader is active and reading the
folder, then the maximum time required for the cancellation is the time required for
reading one file from the folder.
As with the Camera Container UI the iPicture obj ect from Image Container UI
can be left out from the Image Container UI' s perfonnance evaluation calculations. The
CimageUtils, when active needs cancellation for its image modifying tasks, from past
experience o f the author the cancellation is determined not to require extensive amounts
of time nor RAM memory. So it can be concluded that the only critical component in
the Image Container UI i s the CFolderReader, for which the values are same as with the
Image Selector UI.
Basing on the past experience of the author, the cancellation tasks for the iS elector
and the CTCPEngine for canceling the connection, and cancellation of the iSaver
component for its bitmap image conversion process will not require extensive amounts
of the CPU time and also it will not require extensive amounts of the RAM memory.
The deletion process of the iDialog, iUserName and iPassWord components are mainly
simple free operations so they also can be omitted from the calculations. From this
infonnation it can be concluded that Send container' s destruction flow is also already
optimized and will not require any re-arrangements to improve the UI flow performance
of the application.

5.2.4 Re-design Class diagrams

As mentioned earlier the values of the flows should be based on the worst case
values estimated for the critical components in each flow. So before doing any re-
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arrangements for the critical components the values for each flow needs to be
determined and need for re-arrangements evaluated flow-by-flow basis. The values
estimated for the flows are summarized in the table 5.6.

Table 5.6. Time and memory usage values for UI flows.
Flow
Time /s
RAM / Kb
Flow
Time /s
RAM / Kb

1
2 .8
66
7
3.1
106

2
0.1
0
8
3.1
0

3
2 . 1 -4.9
922-988
9
3 .2
106

4
0.1
0
10
5.2-8
922-988

5
0
0
11
0. 1
0

6
0
0

It can be seen from the results presented in the table 5 .6 the CCameraManager
will slow both construction (flow 7) and destruction (flow 8) flows of the Camera
container UI. For this reason the CCameraManager object should be re-arranged to be
constructed outside the UI class.
For Image selector container

UI

the CFolderReader component was the only

critical component found, it also effects both construction (flow 1) and destruction flow
(flow 2), so it should be re-arranged to optimize these flows for better

UI

switch

performance.
The CFolderReader component is also found from the Image Container UI. It also
potentially slows both of the construction (flow 3) and destruction (flow 4) flows and
for this reason it should also be re-arranged.
Also with the Image Container UI the process for loading the JPG picture to the
iPicture component can take nearly 2 seconds. To improve the

UI

switching the image

re-loading should be avoided whenever possible. This can be achieved by not deleting
the iPicture object when deleting the Image Container UI class. This can be handled by
placing the iPicture outside the Image Container UI' s class definition.
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For all of the re-arrangements, as stated earlier in this chapter the natural place
with this example application is the CMUPAppUi class shown in the figure 5.5. The
class is already handling most parts of the UI switching, so the added responsibility of
also handling the critical components can also be included in it.
The optimized Class diagrams are shown in Figure 5 . 10. From it, it can be seen
that since the CCameraManager is now located in the CMUPAppUi class it is only
constructed when the application is started, and therefore switching between different
Uls will not require construction or destruction of the CCameraManager anymore. Also
new components called iFrames and ilmages, which are holding the information read
with the CFolderReader was added to the CMUPAppUi class. With these re
arrangements the flows for the Image Container UI and the Image selector container UI
has been improved as can be seen from the table 5.7.
The CMUPAppUi class also has a pointer to the iPicture component. This is the
iPicture component formerly located in the Image Container UI class. The purpose of
this arrangement is that now the application does not need to re-load the same image
multiple times while switching between different Uis, but only when the image is
changed, thus saving some time in the user-interaction.
·

As mentioned earlier in this chapter the re-arrangement of the critical components

causes UI classes to lose some independents, this is due the fact that now the Uls are
relying on using functions of the CMUPAppUi class for their operations. This will have
some negative effects on the reusability of the UI classes, but since the rearrangement
improves overall application performance it can be seen as acceptable.
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• Sa.vePicture(aPicture)
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CFra.m.eConta.iner
-CAknDoubleLargeStyleListBox* iBox
•GetFra:m.eNa:m.e( aN a:m.e)

Figure 5 . 1 0. Optimized Class diagram

5.2.5 Re-Evaluate the system perfonnance
After optimizing the application Class diagrams, the UI flows performance should
be re-evaluated. The purpose of this step is to verify that the optimization process has
improved the perfonnance into the level expected and that the changes made to the
application structure will not impose any new problems.
The most common problem arising from the re-arrangement would be extensive
memory usage for the application. This is caused by the fact that the obj ects are now not
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releasing the memory they reserve until the application is exited, compared to the
situation where they used to release the memory during the destruction sequence of the

UI class they are used in.
The other common problem would be the extensive construction time for the
applications entry flow. This issue was discussed earlier in this chapter along with three
different approached how it could be fixed. The application exit flow will now basically
have the value of the worst cancellation task, which in this case is the cancellation of the
CCameraManager. The optimized flow values for the application are shown in the table
5.7.
Table 5.7. Time and memory usage values for optimized UI flows.

Flow
Time /s

RAM / Kb
Flow
Time /s

RAM / Kb

1

2

3

3.1
0

0-2. 1
0-922

7

8

0
0

0.9
0

0/2.8 - 8.7
238 (+922)

4

5

0
0

0
0

9

10

11

0
0

0.9
0

0
0

6

0
0

As can be seen from the results, the flow 1 during the construction of the
application in worst case scenario is made considerable slower than with the original
design. But stated earlier in this chapter the navigational items associated with the UI
requiring the obj ects that are slowing down the flow, could be disabled until the objects
are ready. Thus the flow 1 during application startup would have exactly same time
requirements as with the original design. Also it should be noted that the flow 1
construction sequence for the critical components will not require any additional time
after the application construction is finalized.
The performance with other flows has also been improved considerably, and with
the optimized design, most flows will not require any additional time for construction or
destruction of the critical components during the UI switches. The overall memory
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consumption of the application has of course increased with the design. Most of the
memory consumption is caused by the iPicture component that is holding the bitmap
image required b y the Image Container UI. Since the application is required to have the
amount needed for this component during its normal operations, it is reasonable to
reserve this amount of memory also when the Image Container UI is not currently
active.
The iPicture component could cause some problems during the normal operations
of the application. This is the case when the Camera container UI is active and the user
is talcing a high resolution image. With some phones the RAM memory is very limited,
so having two bitmap image objects, both reserving

922

Kb of memory, could have

serious effect on the usability of the application. But keeping in mind the features
offered by the CCameraManager class, where none of its operations can be cancelled,
the designer is left with an option on deleting the iPicture component just before starting
the high resolution image capturing process, thus effectively reducing the possibilities
of running out-of memory during applications normal operations.

5.3

Conclusions

The performance evaluation method proposed in this chapter offers effective
method on evaluating and optimizing performance with the application user interaction
in terms o f UI switches, thus is it used to further improve the usability quality metrics of
the application
The performance evaluation with the UIF method is conducted using UIF
diagrams alongside with the UML Class diagrams to evaluate and optimize the
performance of the applications UI switches. When compared to the traditional
performance evaluation methods, which often require behavioral models to be
constructed using UML State, Activity and other behavioral diagrams, the performance
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evaluation with the UIF method can be conducted earlier in the software development
process.
The drawback of the method is that it only concentrates on the performance
evaluation with UI switches, and thus does not cover other aspects of the applications
performance evaluation.
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VI.

6.1

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
UIF method provides effective method for deriving Uis from the application

requirements and it also provides method for deriving application architectural structure
presented

as

conceptual Class diagrams from these requirements.

With the UIF method Uis are derived directly from the UML Use Case diagrams
constructed from the application requirements, thus when compared to the method
which require behavioral models to be constructed using Activity, State and other
behavioral UML diagrams, the UIF method can derive UI diagrams earlier in the
software development process.
With UIF method UIF diagrams depict the UI along side UI flows between these
Uls in applications normal usage scenarios, thus UIF diagrams are used to model user
interaction. Application user interaction can also be prototyped and evaluated with the
UIF diagrams when applications navigational information is added to them, thus UIF
method could be used to improve applications usability quality metrics.
With the modular designing, where applications are designed using independent
or semi-independent components, the development of the applications can be managed
separately for each separate component. Thus the modular application development
allows parallel development, which offers a possibility to reduce the time-to-market of
the applications.
The modular designing, if used in a way that the application modules are made
fully independent for their operations, also allows applications to be distributed in
smaller installation packages. This feature could be crucial for some delivery channels
that are restricting the packet sizes sent through them. This type of modular designing
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also allows more choices on selecting the feature sets deployed to different markets, as
well as users could be given better choice on selecting which application parts and
functionalities they want to install into their devices.
The UIF method provides reuse by allowing designers to define individual Uis as
independent components that hold and own all components and support Uis needed for
its operations, thus these individual UI designs can be taken out from the designs
independently and reused in the projects that have similar requirements. The modular
designing method proposed in Chapter 4 also further increases possibilities for reuse
and with it also each independent or semi-independent component could be reused
either internally in the project or with other projects with similar requirements.
The performance evaluation method proposed in Chapter 5 offers effective
method on evaluating and optimizing performance with the application user interaction
in terms ofUI switches, thus it is used to further improve the usability quality metrics of
the application
The performance evaluation with the UIF method is conducted using UIF
diagrams alongside with the UML Class diagrams to evaluate and optimize the
performance of the applications UI switches. When compared to the traditional
performance evaluation methods, which are often requiring behavioral models to be
constructed using UML State, Activity and other behavioral diagrams, the performance
evaluation with the UIF method can be conducted earlier in the software development
process.
The drawback of the proposed performance evaluation method is that it only
concentrates on the performance evaluation with UI switches, and thus does not cover
other aspects of the applications performance evaluation. General drawback of the
method is that it requires analyst/designer with experience on the development
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environment before it can be used effectively. Minimal requirement is that the person
utilizing the method should have good overall knowledge of the target SD Ks and their
components as well as knowledge of the differences between target devices.

6.2

Recommendations for future studies

The UlF method defined in this dissertation includes only steps for the
requirement capturing phase and partially also for the analysis and designing phases of
the software development process. The UIF method is used for designing application
Uls with the UIF diagrams and applications structures with standard UML conceptual
Class diagrams. The method also incorporates performance assessment method for
evaluation and optimizing performance for some aspects of the user interaction.
With future research the performance assessment should be extended to cover all
performance aspects including the aspects that are not related to the user interaction of
the application.
The UIF method itself should also be extended to cover further steps of the
software development process, starting with processes to refine the Class diagrams and
then extending it to include the implementation aspects.
The method also supports component reuse by defining Uis and application
components as independent objects. Currently there is no framework for managing
these reusable components in the company level. Thus future research could also define
configuration management processes used with the UlF process to manage the reusable
components along side with the other management processes required in the software
development.
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